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ABSTRACT

The ultimate objective of this project has been to develop a non destructive and 

surface evaluation on-line system for the determination of localised power loss in 

electrical steels

Three different approaches were made by employing three different methods or 

measuring systems on steel samples to study sequentially:

(1) the position of a grain boundary from both the front and the exact opposite 

side at the back of the grain-oriented electrical steel sample,

(2) the position of grain boundaries at the surface of grain-oriented electrical 

steels through the measurement of the field distribution at the surface of the 

magnetised steel samples, and

(3) the localised power loss in 3.25% grain-oriented electrical steels.

In the first case, a computer based optical microscope and a 3-Chip colour video 

camera system was used to establish positions of grain boundaries in order to 

explain differences in field profiles outside the systematic accuracy of 

measurements

In the second case a Magnetic (Atomic) Force Microscopy (MFM) system was 

used to raster scan the top surface of samples such as high permeability Grain 

oriented 3.25% Silicon Steel, Cobalt based nanocrystalline material and Nickel 

Iron alloy W597 Vacoperm 100, producing images for the establishment of grain 

boundaries. Grain boundaries of width between 50nm and 150nm were 

established.

Thirdly, a three dimensional integrated Hall effect sensor has been used together 

with. two pairs of needle probes to measure localised power loss in two



dimensions P(x) and P(y) in a 3.25% silicon iron material, with the total localised 

power loss, P(t) being equal to the sum of the power loss in x-direction, P(x) and 

the power loss in y-direction P(y).

The 3-D i.e. Hall effect sensor and the needles together in a single package were 

moved on an arm of Perspex material attached to an X-Y-Z precision position 

control system. A LabView software package was used for the purpose of 

controlling the movement of the precision position control system as well as the 

data acquisition and processing.

Colour images and contours, and also other graph representations showing 

variations in the intensity of power loss, strayed vertical magnetic field and flux 

density have been obtained.

The overall mapped results showed a good correlation with predictions made from 

observed static domains. The correlation not only showed that loss varies from 

grain to grain, but it is non-uniform in the individual grains.
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Chapter One: Introduction

CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Electrical steels play an important role in the generation and transformation of 
electrical energy. They are used in many transformer and motor core applications 
where a.c. magnetic permeability or losses are important They are used in sheet 
form typically 0.23mm to 0.65mm thick. Grain oriented 3.25% Silicon Steel has a 
strong [001 ](110) texture with grains of up to 10mm in diameter. Its surfaces are 
usually coated with non-magnetic layers to impose beneficial tensile stress in the 
steel as well as providing the necessary interlaminar or intertum insulation when 
built into cores [1.1].

In grain oriented electrical steel the bulk of the material in the demagnetised state 

comprises anti-parallel bar domains with 180° walls. The domain structure, which 

depends on the grain size and orientation, is changed by the application of an 
external field, and during the process magnetic losses occur. The energy loss 
under a.c. magnetisation is very important and is proportional to the time integral 
of the product of the instantaneous tangential component of surface field and the 
instantaneous spatial averaged rate of change of flux density. The energy lost 
during these processes, is in the form of heat. A large percentage of this loss 
which is associated with magnetic core material costs the electrical generating 
companies millions of pounds annually [1.2]. The surface magnetic field in the 
magnetised or demagnetised state can give an indication of material structure, 
which in turn has a large influence on the losses and permeability.

Domain or grain detection techniques on grain oriented silicon iron (Si-Fe), used 
by electrical steel manufacturers, can form a useful quality control technique, and
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Chapter One: Introduction

also help research into producing better materials. With a growing demand for 
electrical energy, and also the global wanning in mind, loss reduction is still 
considered to be very important.

However, to observe the grain structure, the coating must be removed. This can be 
achieved by means of a time consuming chemical etching process. This process 
can be destructive because it can have effect on the magnetic properties of the 
material. Moreover, the removal of coating reveals only the grain size, and does 
not provide any indication of the orientation of individual grains.

A physical discontinuity on the surface of a magnetic material can cause a 
distinguished stray magnetic field pattern. Magnetic stray field detection 

techniques have been employed in the magnetic data handling industry where data 
strips can be tested for physical and magnetic damage [ 1.3].

A system employing an integrated 3 dimensional Hall effect sensor to detect the 

components of stray surface magnetic field, and needle probes to detect flux 
density, has been used in this project to determine localised power loss from the 
field distribution at the surface of grain oriented electrical steel sample. A 3 axes 
(X-Y-Z) precision position control system run by the labview software package 

has been employed to scan the sensor over the sample surface with spatial 
resolution of 0.1 mm.

The Vertical (2) component of the field has been used to develop images 
revealing surface features related to the position of grain boundaries.

A Magnetic Field Microscopy (MFM) has also been used in this project to obtain 
images of magnetic field activities on the surface of the material, which in turn 
might give an insight to the internal structure of the sample

1-2



Chapter One: Introduction

1.2 Reference
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[1.3] M. Sibley (1996), “Introduction to electromagnetism”, Essential 
electronics, Arnold, p. 166.
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Chapter Two: Background

CHAPTER TWO 

BACKGROUND

2.1. Concept of ferromagnetism, ferrom agnetic m aterials and domain form ation 

in silicon iron.

All materia] may fell into one of the categories of magnetism as illustrated in table 2. 1. 

depending on their bulk magnetic susceptibility. Diamagnetism, paramagnetism, 

ferromagnetism and ferrimagnetism are the most common groups of magnetism, and among 

these, ferromagnetic materials are used in electromagnetic machinery because they have 

large relative permeability. Ferrimagnetic materials exhibit a substantial spontaneous 

magnetisation at room temperature just like ferromagnetic material but have a lower 

saturation value [2.1].

The existence of magnetism which led to magnetization in magnetic material is attributed to 

orbital and spin motion of electrons around the nucleus and along their own axes 

respectively. Each of these motions constitutes an electric current and therefore, has a 

magnetic moment associated with it.

Ferromagnetic materials exhibit a large magnetisation which in turn produces large internal 

and external magnetic fields. In ferromagnetic materials, each atom has a relatively large 

magnetic dipole moment, caused primarily by uncompensated electron spin moments. Inter

atomic forces cause these moments to line up in a parallel fashion over regions containing a 

large number of atoms. Ferromagnetic materials such as cobalt, nickel or iron are composed 

of many small domains, their linear dimensions ranging from a few nanometers to about one 

millimetre. These domains, each containing about 1015 or 1016 atoms are fully magnetised in
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Chapter Two: Background

.............. - --
' • ■

Atomic / Magnetic Behaviour
Example / *

Diamagnetism Small & 
negative.

•  #  •  •  #
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randomly x A i 
oriented H ^  T t  ^  
magnetic |  
moments --------------------- sHH

£-Sn 0.19x10“* 

Pt 21.04X10-6 

Mn 66.10x1 O'6

Ferromagnetism
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function of 
applied field, 
microstructure 
dependent.

Atoms J 
have 4 
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magnetic ■ 
moments

r  J

1 i 
, J 
1 i, ,

i n  |

i n

1

/
/

----------------------►H

pe ~100,000

Anti ferromagnetism Small & 
positive.

Atcms d 
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parallel ' 
and anti
parallel i 
aligned 
magnetic 
moments

N
M

M

i i i r
m t .

J

----------------------
Cr 3.6X10-6

Ferrimagnetism

Large & 
positive, 
function of 
applied field, 
m icrostruct ure 
dependent

Atoms
have
anti
parallel
aligned
magnetic
moments

MM
M M  *
I I I ?♦  t  t  -

VI

/i--------------------Ml Ba ferrite ~3

Table 2.1: Summary of different types of magnetic dipole behaviour [2.1].
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Chapter Two: Background

the sense that they contain aligned magnetic dipoles resulting from spinning electrons even 

in the absence of applied magnetic field.

Weiss, in 1907, postulated the existence of a powerful internal molecular field, which aligns 

the individual electron spins of atoms parallel to each other in small domains. This alignment 

within the domain is spontaneous i.e., no external field is required [2.2] Quantum theory 

states that, strong coupling forces exist between the magnetic dipole moments of the atoms 

in a domain, holding the dipole moments parallel to each other. Between adjacent domains 

there is a transition region typically about 100 atoms wide called a domain wall. The 

magnetic moments of the adjacent domains in a ferromagnetic material have different 

directions. In the unmagnetised state the random nature of the orientations in the various 

domains results in no net magnetization because the overall effect is one of cancellation. 

When an external magnetic field is applied to a ferromagnetic material, the walls of those 

domains having magnetic moments aligned close to the applied field move in such a way 

that the volumes of those domains grow at the expense of other domains, and the internal 

magnetic field increases greatly above that of the external field alone.

At the initial stages, i.e., at small magnitudes of applied field, the domain movements are 

reversible when the external field is removed. But when the applied field becomes stronger 

domain-wall movements are no more reversible, and domain rotation toward the direction of 

the applied field occurs.

When the external field is subsequently removed, a completely random domain alignment is 

not usually attained, and a residual dipole field remains in the microscopic structure. The 

phenomenon that the magnetic moment of the material is different after the field has been 

removed, or the magnetic state of the material is a function of its magnetic history, is known 

as magnetic hysteresis.
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Chapter Two: Background

2.2 Energy minimisation in a single crystal of silicon iron

Domains exist within crystals primarily due to the fact that their formation reduces the 

magnetic energy of the system. When an external field is applied, the internal energy 

increases, causing the domains with their magnetisation in the same orientation as the field to 

grow at the expense of others (figure 2.2). In the simplest case for a single crystal, the 

energy, E, is the combination of several free energy terms as follows: magneto static energy 

(Em), magnetoelastic energy (Ex),energy of the domains when an external field is applied 

(Eh), exchange energy (Eex) and magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy (Ek). Thus, the energy, 

(E), is given by:

E = Ew +Ea +Ea +Eex +E* (Jm ) ........ ......... ...................................      (2.1)

Magnetocrystalline energy, Ek. is defined as the energy required to magnetise a crystal along 

a certain direction; and it is minimum if the magnetisation is along a so-called easy axis.

The width of a domain wall is controlled by the balance between Ek and Eex within the wall 

and we can write:

B „=  E „ + E t (Jm -’) ......................................................................................... (2.2)

where Ew is wall energy.

The magnetisation versus the applied field curves shown in Figure 2.1 depends on the crystal 

orientation relative to the magnetic field. This curve shows the amount of external field 

required to magnetise a single crystal to saturation along the three principal axes.
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Chapter Two: Background

For a silicon-iron crystal, the direction of easy and hard magnetisation are [100] and [111] 

respectively. The magnetization process for [110] and [111] directions involve domain 

rotation and require a large magnetic field to attain the saturation magnetization. The energy 

is minimum if the various domain magnetizations all lie along the easy magnetization 

directions.

a

M

Fig. (2.1): Typical magnetisation curves for a single cubic crystal of iron along 
& cube edge [100], a cube face diagonal [110] and a cube body 
diagonal [111].

Magnetostriction is a phenomenon which, like magnetic anisotropy, originates from the 

interactions between atomic magnetic moments. It can be considered as the change in 

dimensions of a ferromagnetic material as a result of the magnetisation. Magnetisation 

parallel to the easy axis of a material with uniaxial anisotropy results in no magnetostriction. 

However, as is illustrated in figure 2.2, magnetostriction does occur when the magnetic field 

is applied perpendicular to the easy axis due to magnetization rotation [2.3].
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Easy axis of magnetisation

Applied 
field

Applied
field

Original length

\ t
Original length

►

New length 
(b)

Fig. (2.2) Domain structures and magnetostriction:
(a) Domain growth when external field applied parallel to easy axis.
(b) Domain rotation and resulting magnetostriction when field is 

applied perpendicular to the easy axis.

The magnetisation of cubic anisotropic materials changes from one easy axis to another by 

domain wall motion on application of external field. The rotation of the atomic magnetic 

moments into a new alignment causes the length of the bonds between them to change. 

Consequently, the dimensions of the material change. A state of strain may be created in a 

ferromagnetic crystal if not allowed to expand freely. This constitutes a further free energy 

of the crystal called magnetoelastic energy (Ex).

Exchange energy, Eex, is due to the exchange interactions between magnetic moments and is 

the result of strong forces which exist in neighbouring atoms causing parallel spin alignment. 

Figure 2.3 illustrates that dipole moments o f the atoms within the wall are in a higher energy 

state because they are not lying along the easy direction of magnetisation. Secondly, it can 

clearly be observed that the atomic dipoles within the wall are not anti parallel to each

2-9
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Chapter Two: Background

Domain 2

Domain 2

Domain 1

Fig. (2.3): Illustration of 180° Bloch wall showing rotation of spins.

other and so the exchange energy is also raised within the wall. It could therefore be 

concluded that the domain wall energy is an intrinsic property of a material depending on the 

degree of magnetocrystalline anisotropy and the strength of the exchange interaction 

between neighbouring atoms, the parameters which largely determine the thickness of the 

wall. During the change in magnetisation, magnetic anisotropy energy is induced and this 

energy contribution will increase with increasing wall thickness.

Magnetostatic energy (Em), is associated with the existence of the demagnetising field on the 

surface of the material by free magnetic dipoles, and can be considered as the energy 

required to assemble all constituent dipoles. Magnetostatic energy has the effect of 

eliminating the emergence of flux from the surface of the material by encouraging the 

formation of domain structures which would produce an internal field opposite in direction 

to the magnetization field. This is achieved when the direction of domain magnetization 

adjacent to the surfaces lies in a plane parallel to the surface. This is called a closure domain. 

Formation of such domains provides a closed path for magnetization in the underlying 

domains. Thus the emergence of the magnetic field from the surface is thus avoided.
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Chapter Two: Background

Figure 2.4a illustrates a uniformly magnetized specimen with a large magneto-static energy 

associated with it as a result of the presence of magnetic free poles at the surface of the

__uuw Magnetisation 

Demagnetisation Field

Fig. 2.4:Energy minimisation and domain patterns (after
[2.4]): (a) Single domain (b) Domain split into two.

(c) four domains (d) Closure domains.
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Chapter Two: Background

specimen generating a demagnetising field which is opposed to the magnetization in the 

specimen. Figure 2.4b illustrates the split of the domain into two, thereby reducing the 

magneto static energy by half. In Figure 2.4c, the energy is further reduced to a quarter 

implying that the magnetostatic energy reduces as the number of the break up or split of the 

domains increases. A closure domain is illustrated in figure 2.4d. This structure occurs more 

often in cubic materials, such as grain-oriented silicon iron, where cubic anisotropy ensures 

that the directions at right angles to the magnetization in a given domain are also 

magnetically easy axes providing return paths for the magnetic flux within the solid [2.4].

In effect, the magnetostatic energy is reduced in relation to how many times the crystal is 

divided into domains of opposite magnetization. Again, the effect of this can totally be 

eliminated by the introduction of closure domains. Of course, closure domains also introduce 

magnetoelastic energy, that can still be minimized by the increase in their numbers. 

Minimisation of energy is achieved when magnetostatic energy is reduced to zero, as a result 

of which the anisotropy energy becomes minimum. In this case, the sum of the 

magnetoelastic and domain wall energy becomes minimum.

2.3 Supplementary domain structures related to silicon iron

Domain structures in polycrystalline samples, unlike those in single crystals with surfaces 

parallel to the (110) sheet planes, may vary at different locations depending on the grain 

orientation and other parameters such as grain size, stress, etc. Silicon iron lattice with both 

the tilt angle (p) and yaw angle (oc) in relation to the sheet plane is illustrated in figure (2.5).

2-12
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direction

Fig. (2.5). Schematic representation of a silicon iron lattice showing tilt 
angle p and the yaw angle a relative to the sheet plane.

By the use of the colloid technique and a computerised field scanning technique [2.5], the 

Bitter technique etc. [2.6], different domain patterns have been observed. These variations 

were related to the angle of deviation of the [001] direction of the grain from the rolling 

plane of the sheet (the tilt angle).

More domain magnetisation is directed out of the surface plane with the increase in the tilt 

angle (p ), However, in this case, more free magnetic poles are induced on the sheet surface 

and this consequently increases the magnetostatic energy.
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Domains walls

A

Fig. (2.6) Illustration o f static spike domain structure (after [2.7])

Spike domains of reverse magnetisation are formed spontaneously at such places, and also 

other places where domains of opposite magnetisation directions would meet, in order to 

reduce the high stray fields that otherwise would arise. The spike domains become large and 

point to the [001] direction when (p) is between 1° and 2°, but when it increases from 2° to 

6° the spike domains become reduced in size and increased in number. The volume of the 

transverse domains also increases below the surface o f the material forming lozenges 

domains. Lace pattern domains are formed when (p ) is higher than 7° and the transverse 

domain volume increases even more. [2.5]

Spike domains and the other domain structures can apparently fulfil two missions:

a) reduce surface stray fields resulting from a misorientation [2.6 ]

b) reduce the stray field energy at the grain boundaries [2.7].

Spike domains Grain boundary
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Chapter Two: Background

2.4 Magnetic materials and the hysteresis loop.

A great deal o f information on the magnetic properties of a material is obtainable by the 

study of its hysteresis loop. It also provides the means by which the various essential 

parameters can be determined [2.8]. The relationship between the induced magnetic 

induction (B) and the magnetic field (H) is illustrated by the B-H loop.

The SI system of units is employed, in which the magnetic field, H, is measured in amperes 

per meter (Am*1), and the magnetic induction, B, measured in Teslas (T). A hysteresis loop 

can be represented in terms of B-H or M-H, where M represents magnetisation. The relation 

between magnetisation, (M) and induction, (B) is:

B=po(H + M) (T) (2.3)

|Xo, (4n x 10*7 Hm*1), is the permeability o f free space.

By measuring the magnetic induction, B of a ferromagnetic material while changing the 

magnetic field, H, the loop is generated. Ferromagnetic as well as ferrimagnetic materials 

have non-linear initial magnetization, illustrated by the curve from the initial point (0) 

through (1) to (2) in figure. 2.7. The curves in figure 2.7 are for a material that has never 

been previously magnetized or has been thoroughly demagnetised. At point (3) the material 

is said to have reached its point o f magnetic saturation. At this point, the material is 

effectively a single domain as illustrated in figure 2.8, and further increase in magnetic field, 

H, will produce very little increase in magnetic induction, B. From the saturation point (3), 

the curve moves to point (4) when the magnetic field, H, is reduced to zero. It can be seen 

that, though the magnetic field is zero, some magnetic induction still remains in the material. 

This point (4) is normally referred to as the remanence (Br). The reason for this condition is 

that, some of the magnetic domains remain aligned but some have lost their alignment. As 

the magnetic field is reversed, the magnetic induction is finally reduced to zero at the point 

(5), which is referred to as the coercivity. At this point, the net magnetic induction within the
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Chapter Two: Background

material is zero. The field required to remove the residual magnetism in the material from 

the remanence to zero is termed the coercive field.

B Magnetic induction

--------
Magnetic field

Fig. 2.7 Magnetic characteristics of silicon iroa

By increasing the magnetic field in the negative direction, the material again reaches its point 

of magnetic saturation at point (6). Then reducing H to zero brings the curve to point (7). 

Another point of remanence equal to the previous one but in the opposite direction is 

achieved here. Further increase in the magnetic field, H, returns the magnetic induction to 

zero. However, the curve does not return to the origin but to point (8). The reason is that, 

some magnetic field, H, is required to remove the residual magnetism. The curve follows a 

different path through (8) back to the saturation point where it will have completed the loop. 

As the applied magnetic field varies periodically between ± Hmn, the hysteresis loop is 

traced once per cycle.
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The absolute permeability, p, which is the ratio of the magnetic induction to the magnetic 

field, is given by:

# * = - §    (2-4>

This is the property of the magnetic material that indicates how easily magnetic flux is 

established within it.

Fig. 2.8. Magnetisation of a material and the subsequent changes in the domain 
structure: 1 - demagnetised state with no external field, 2 - domain wall 
movement, 3 - rapid change of domain direction, 4 - single domain state, 5 - 
rotation of the domain, 6 - saturation; (adapted from[2.9])

The maximum permeability is the point where the slope of the B-H curve for the material is 

highest, and this point is often taken as where a straight line from the origin is tangent to the 

B-H curve (figure 2.9). Usually, the maximum permeability or the maximum relative 

permeability is quoted for a given material. The relative permeability, /ir is given by:
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Then in a magnetic medium, the magnetic field is given by

H  = — - —  A m '1.......................................................................................................... (2 .6 )
^0 Mr

B

H
Fig. 2.9. Typical characteristics of a ferromagnet material showing part of 

maximum permeability: a) B(H) curve, b) corresponding curve of
relative permeability fir (adapted from [2.10])

Much information about the performance of a magnetic material can be inferred from the 

shape of its B-H loop. For example, a material with a wide hysteresis loop has low 

permeability, high remanence (high residual magnetism) and high coercivity.
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In a soft material, the fields involved in the hysteresis loop are much smaller than the 

corresponding magnetization values, so that to a very good approximation, B ~ poM, and 

plotting B-H or M-H makes a very little difference and can be safely neglected. On the other 

hand, in hard materials, H and M are orders of different magnitude and the B-H loop is 

significantly different from the M-H loop.

Ferromagnetic materials for use in electric generators, motors, and transformers should have 

a large magnetisation for a very small applied magnetic field; they should have tall, narrow 

hysteresis loops. Permeability depends on carbon content which in turn effects the coercivity 

and remanence.

Ferromagnetic materials are not normally isotropic in single crystals, and one of their 

characteristics as anisotropic magnetic materials is magnetostriction. The magnetic moments 

of a magnetic material are tied to the mechanical structure. Therefore when the 

magnetisation is changed by a magnetic field the mechanical structure is strained.

This is magnetostrictive strain or magnetostriction, X, is given by:

X = (Dimentionless)................................................................... ........................ (2.7)

where, dl is the change in length (m) and 

L is the original length (m).

A ferromagnetic material looses its ferromagnetic properties and becomes paramagnetic at a 

temperature referred to as Curie point. In silicon iron the curie point, at which the thermal 

agitation is sufficient to destroy the spontaneous magnetisation, is about 770°C (1043K)

Ferromagnetic materials which have tall narrow hysteresis loop with small loop areas, are 

referred to as “soft “ materials. They are usually well-annealed materials with few impurities 

so that the domain walls can move easily [2.11]
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Under a.c. magnetisation, all ferromagnetic materials exhibit energy loss which can be 

separated into hysteresis, eddy current and anomalous components. Loss per cycle is 

proportional to area enclosed by the B-H loop, and is discussed in more detail in chapter 3.

2.5 Silicon iron

Silicon-iron alloys are o f prime importance to the electrical engineering industry. This 

industry consumes hundreds of thousands of tons of the alloy annually. Alloys with silicon 

content 0.5% to 6% feature prominently in the manufacture of power transformers and 

rotating electrical machines [2.12]

Silicon-iron alloys, also known as electrical steels, which can be defined generically as 

“magnetically soft, thin steel sheets” and whose function is to carry magnetic flux efficiently 

in electromagnetic equipment, has been estimated to present approximately 97% of the 

whole market o f soft magnetic materials and approximately 84% of their sales value [2.13].

The most important magnetic parameters in rotating machines and transformer cores are high 

permeability, low apparent power and tow core toss. As electrical machines have developed 

and efficiency has become a more major factor the magnetic properties have become more 

important.

Earliest designs of transformers and generators employed cast or wrought iron as magnetic 

cores. Plain carbon steels were also used. However, significant developments were realised
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Fig. 2.10: Copy of first page of Hadfield’s patent on Silicon steel, 

only as the scientific and technical pursuit in this area began to yield fruit at the turn of the
til20 century when Hadfield et al discovered that the magnetic properties of low carbon steel 

could be improved by the introduction of silicon. Figure 2.10 shows the front page of 

Hadfield’s original patent [2.14]
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Fig. 2.11 .Various magnetic and electrical properties of silicon-iron as a 
function of silicon content [2.15].

(Units conversion: 1 Gauss = 79.58Am'1 and 1 Ergcm"3 = 0.1 Jm'3.)

Most importantly, as can be seen in figure 2.11, the resistivity increases with silicon content 

hence eddy current loss under a.c. magnetisation will be reduced. Unfortunately the 

saturation magnetisation (induction) drops with increasing silicon content which will lead to 

a fall in permeability.

This was a significant break through since addition of silicon reduces the magnetocrystalline 

anisotropy and the magnetostriction. It also modifies phase changes in the steel such that the 

low silicon alloys have body-centre-cube (B.C.C) structure [2.15] at all temperatures up to
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the melting point, a property which enables the development of the steel texture by the use of 

high temperature heat treatments which are impossible for pure iron.

By adding 3% silicon to iron the resistivity is increased four times. Furthermore, addition of 

silicon to iron leads to increases in the average grain size [2.16]. This in general is harmful 

because, as it is illustrated in figure 2.12, though the eddy current loss decreases with 

decreasing grain size, conversely hysteresis loss increases sharply.

Hysteresi 
loss A

0.8

0.9

0.7

as

0.4

0.3

0.2 B

0.15 0.25 0,30
Thickness (mm)

Fig. 2.12 rlnfluence of grain size on eddy current loss and 
hysteresis loss (After [2.17 ])

However, in spite of the benefits that silicon has on magnetic properties of electrical steels, it 

also has disadvantages. The higher the percentage of silicon in the silicon iron alloy, the 

more brittle the alloy becomes. The brittleness normally restricts the percentage of silicon to 

less than 3.5% but special processing enables this to be increased to 6.5% which is desirable 

because the magnetostriction is close to zero.
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2.6 The grain oriented silicon iron

In 1918, Beck [2.18] discovered that silicon iron has a B.C.C lattice structure with the easy 

direction of magnetization lying along the cube edge direction of the crystal (Fig. 2.13).

Goss in 1935 produced the first polycrystalline silicon iron sheet which had a high degree of 

anisotropic properties comparable with a single crystal [2.19]. For transformer applications 

the flux lies predominantly along the length of the laminations and therefore it is desirable to 

enhance the permeability in this direction. This is achieved by various hot and cold rolling

[liil

[001]
[001] direction[010J

[110]

(110) plane

►UOOl

Rolling
direction

Fig.2.13: Schematic diagram illustrating: (a). Silicon Iron Body 
Centred Cube (BCC), and (b). GOSS Texture.
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stages to produce textured sheets, known as the grain oriented silicon steel with the [001] 

direction of each grain close to the rolling direction of the laminatioa The first 

polycrystalline silicon iron sheet was produced by Goss in 1935. The crystals in the grain 

oriented silicon iron tend to arrange themselves with the [001] direction parallel to the 

rolling direction and the (110) plane parallel to the surface of the sheet. This is the easy 

direction of magnetisation and hence the permeability is greater when the material is 

magnetised along this direction.

The foundations of the creation of the Goss structure are laid at the steel making stage. And 

this steel produced has a typical composition that could be 3.25% silicon, 0.06%manganese, 

0.025% sulphur and 0.035% carbon. The essence of the silicon component is primarily to 

raise the resistivity level o f the material [2.20]. A good control of the chemical composition 

as well as the minimisation o f impurities such as nitrogen, oxygen and a number of 

undesired elements have been attained due to the improvements in steel making. The carbon 

component influences the sharpness o f crystallographic orientation, however, due to its 

detrimental effect on the final product (brittleness), the decarburisation process is carried out 

in a wet hydrogen/nitrogen atmosphere to reduce the carbon level to less than 0.003% [2.21].

Electrical equipments such as transformers or motors have two types of electrical power 

fosses, iron loss, originating from the core material used, and copper loss in the machine 

windings. To reduce the core loss, Armco in the U.S.A, in 1939, modified and improved the 

Goss method to produce and commercialise a 0.32mm thick grain oriented material which 

had a loss of around 1.5W/kg at 1.5T, 50Hz. From then the strong ambition to attain a 

significant improvement in the manufacturing technique continued until the 1960's when the 

loss was brought down to 0.9W/kg. Since then, further attempts have achieved incremental 

improvements partly due to the reduction in the thickness of the grain-oriented material.

The increase in silicon content and purer steel to achieve lower loss and higher permeability 

has been thought to have practically reached its limit. As a result, efforts were concentrated
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on the production of higher oriented and thinner material [2.22]. In the United States, 9-mil 

(lmil = 2.45 x IQf4 mm.) sheets were manufactured for some time with the view to 

producing higher grade sheets. However, because of high cost and failure to obtain the 

desired low core loss, the industrial production of 9-mil sheets came to an end [2.23]. 

However, some later work [2.24] has shown that higher permeability material with a 

thickness o f 0.1 mm and loss as low as 0.22 W/kg at 1.5T, 50Hz can be produced. An ultra 

thin material (with thickness from 80 pm to 20 pm) which is reported to have achieved a 

higher permeability (1.9T at 800 A/m ) and a loss of 0.17W/kg at 1.3T, 50 Hz was shown to 

be feasible many years earlier [2.25].

2.7 Highly oriented grain oriented material.

Although the basic method of manufacturing grain oriented electrical steel was developed in 

the middle of the 1930s, the revolutionary improvement in the quality and establishment of 

mass production technology in the recent years was achieved in Japan [2.26]

Grain oriented silicon steel is mainly used as a core for high efficiency transformers, 

confronted with the requirements for low iron loss, high grade as well as low 

magnetostriction materials to cope with transformer noise and also the problem of increasing 

design flux density as a way to reduce the ever increasing size of power and distribution 

transformers [2.23].

As an example of the importance of core loss, in Japan, power statistics for 1995 revealed 

that, the total loss attributable to transformers during power transmission was approximately 

17 billion kWh annually, corresponding to 1.7% of the total generated power. Iron loss was 

estimated at 10 billion kWh, or approximately 60% of total loss. Furthermore, the demand 

for electrical power in Japan, and in the developing nations will increase in the future, 

heightening the need for energy efficiency as part of the solution to the global environmental
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problem. Thus, the use of core materials with small loss is a matter of extremely great 

significance, even when considered on the global scale [2.25].

The turning point in higher quality Goss texture was in 1968 when Nippon Steel 

commercially manufactured highly oriented silicon iron known as Hi-B. This material has a 

higher degree of orientation which was achieved by the addition of a new grain growth 

inhibitor which constrains the growth o f Goss nuclei to only 1-2° of rolling direction 

orientation so that grains grow to wider. The better orientation of a crystalline texture result 

in higher permeability and lower losses; a typical value of induction B is about 1.92T at a 

field strength of 1000A/m, whereas B for conventional grain oriented material is 1.8T for the 

same applied field strength. Typical grain sizes in Hi-B and conventional grain oriented 

material are 10-15mm and 3-5mm in length respectively [2.23]. Large grain size causes 

wider domain wall spacing, which increases the eddy current loss as shown in figure2.12. 

This is counteracted to some extent by the application of a tensile stress coating.

The attainment o f improved magnetic properties in finished grain oriented material is 

dependent upon the combination of a high degree of crystal orientation and appropriate grain 

size. These two characteristics distinguish grain oriented electrical steels into two sub

groups: a) conventional grain-oriented and b) high permeability grain oriented steels. The 

difference in the production process o f the high permeability material lies in the elimination 

of one of the cold-rolling stages due to the introduction of 0.025% aluminium that formed 

aluminium nitride (AIN] that supplements and strengthens the MnS inhibitor. High 

permeability grain oriented materials are also produced around the world using other 

inhibitors such as manganese selenide (MnSe), antimony (Sb) and boron (B) [2.27]

In general high permeability grain oriented material is characterised by wider grain. Though 

walls of wider grains may be prone to bowing and nucleation [2.28], the wider the grains the 

better for steel magnetic performance.
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CHAPTER THREE 

POWER LOSS IN ELECTRICAL STEELS

3.1 Components of power loss

One of the most important parameters in a magnetic material for a.c. application is its 

electrical power loss, which is dissipated in the form of heat. Power loss depends on 

frequency (f), maximum flux density (Bm), the thickness (w) and the resistivity ip) of the 

material. It has been split into the hysteresis and the eddy current loss components. The eddy 

current component is further split into the classical loss and the anomalous loss (i.e., excess 

current loss). Hence the total power loss (P t) can be expressed as:

PT=P„ + PE + PA (W k g -1)......................................................................................... (3.1)

Where Ph is the hysteresis loss,

Pe is the eddy current dissipation and 

PA the anomalous (or excess) loss 

( All measured in W kg'1).

The hysteresis loss per cycle is defined as the area within a d.c. (static) B-H loop which 

represents the energy expended when the material is magnetised in a slowly changing cyclic 

field, as illustrated in figure 3.1, and is assumed to be a measure of wall pinning effects. It is 

therefore customarily estimated by slowly traversing a B-H loop where the eddy current 

losses are assumed to be negligible.

It has been said, though, that the hysteresis loss arises mostly from the micro eddy currents 

which occur when domain walls ‘flick’ free of inclusions or are suddenly nucleated [3.1]. It 

is, in fact, the result of energy dissipated in moving the domain walls through the material.
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This loss is closely related to stress, impurities, dislocations, surface roughness, etc., factors 

which negatively affect the magnitude of the permeability of the material.

B

Fig. 3.1: Area of loop indicative of energy loss

The hysteresis loss (Ph), is known to depend on maximum flux density (Bm) and frequency

(f) in the relation as follows:[3.2]

PH = W ( B my  (W k g -1)..................................................................................................... (3.2)

Where, k is a constant for a given material and a given flux density, and x is the Steinmetz

index which lies in the range 1.6-2.0 for electrical steel.
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Electrical steel laminations used as transformer cores work under alternating conditions. The 

ideal operating condition is when the total magnetic flux in the lamination is sinusoidal. 

However, eddy currents are induced in the material by the changing magnetic field, causing 

eddy current energy loss. Eddy currents in steel causes a phase lag between applied field and 

magnetisation. The energy is dissipated as heat due to ohmic resistance of the laminations. 

The eddy currents increase with the thickness, the magnetising frequency and the 

conductivity of the steel sample. They generate their own magnetic field in opposition to the 

magnetising field. This, according to Lenz’s law, have a demagnetising effect tending to 

reduce flux density from its surface value to a minimum value at the centre of the material.

The eddy current loss (P e) for thin steel laminations or specimen can be obtained according 

to their geometry and the frequency of the penetrating flux, and can be written as follows:

/ i s  the excitation frequency {Hz).

The eddy current losses have been estimated using both the classical theory and domain 

theories assuming uniform wall motion. However, when the estimated hysteresis and eddy 

current losses are added, their sum is significantly less than measured losses. The difference 

between the measured losses and the sum of the estimated hysteresis and eddy current losses 

(as illustrated in figure 3.2) has been termed anomalous or excess loss (Pa). The anomalous 

losses have been linked to continuous rearrangements of domain configurations [3.3]. The 

ratio of the total eddy current loss (Pa +  Pe) to the value of classical eddy current loss Pe is 

known as the anomaly factor, rj.

(3.3)

Where, Bm is the maximum flux density (T), 

w is the thickness of the specimen (m), 

p  is the resistivity (ohm-m), 

d  is the density {kg/m3) and
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P /f

f
Fig. 3.2: The concept of separating the power loss into hysteresis 
and eddy currents components, Ph - hysteresis loss, Pe - eddy 
current loss, Pa - anomalous loss (excess loss)

William et al defined clearly the occurrence of the loss in the ferromagnetic material by the 

behaviour of domains, and were the first to calculate the power loss using a single moving 

wall in an infinite medium [3.4]. The occurrence of anomalous loss that accounts for about 

50% of the total loss in modem grain oriented 3% silicon iron prompted further 

investigations in an attempt to deduce the cause of this difference [3.5]. All attempts to deal 

with loss have taken domain wall motion into account ever since. Bertotti [3.6] also joined in 

the attempt to close the gap between the measured and the calculated eddy current losses.

In an earlier contribution of Bertotti et al [3.7] assumed that: (a) all the elementary 

magnetisation changes occur along the longitudinal axis of the sample, (b) the random 

character of magnetisation changes with respect to position and time and (c ) the progressive 

increase of applied field reduces the irregularities of domain wall motions, assuming also 

that the field in excess of local coercive field is proportional to wall velocity, which in turn is 

proportional to the increase of active wall areas.
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3.2 Parameters that affect power loss.

Parameters which may affect the motion of domain walls during magnetisation cannot be 

overlooked since there is obviously a difficulty in correlating power loss calculation with the 

movement of domain wall theories based on rigid or flexible walls. These parameters may be 

considered as follows:(a) domain walls not being perpendicular to the surface of the sheet, 

(b) the domain walls not remaining planar, since wall bowing occurs, (c) the motion of 

domain walls not being uniform; that is the occurrence of wall pinning and (d) interaction 

between grains, the effect of grain orientation, grain size, and lamination thickness.

3.2.1 Domain walls not perpendicular to the surface of the sheet

Basically, the assumption made in the early power loss calculations was that the domain 

wall, in harmony with neighbouring walls, moves sinusoidally and is or remains 

perpendicular to the surface. This was the observation made in well oriented (110) [001] 

Goss textured silicon iron by the magneto-optic techniques [3.8]. However, the idea that 

walls tilting at angles to the surface, which was contrary to the initial assumption, emerged 

later. It was even revealed from an eddy current loss analysis that the tilted domain wall 

increases the wall area. The current concentration is thereby reduced, and consequently, the 

loss which depends on the mean square of the eddy current is also reduced [3.9]

3.2.2 Non-planar domain walls (wall bowing).

During magnetisation, the domain wall does not remain planar as assumed in the simplest 

model. A 180° wall develops curvature about an axis parallel to the easy direction without an 

increase in magnetostatic energy. The skin effect shielding of eddy currents can cause the 

field at the surface to exceed that at the centre of the sample and consequently cause the 

domain wall at the surface to move ahead of the central portion of the wall. This
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phenomenon is known as domain wall bowing. The velocity of the wall on the surface is 

greater than the velocity at the centre of the sample, as shown in figure 3.3. The greater the 

degree of bowing the greater the difference in the velocities, causing the surface of the 

sample to saturate prematurely. Shilling et al indicated that wall bowing may occur during 

60Hz magnetization of commercial (110) [001] grain oriented 3% Si-Fe [3.5]

Fig. 3.3: Wall bowing during magnetization of (110) [001] 3% Si-Fe.
Centre of wall lags behind wall segments near sheet surface.
Ha is the applied field. (After [3.4])

It has also been indicated that, the domain wall bowing phenomenon does affect the 

measured losses to a large extent [3.10]. Comparatively, the simple wall bowing causes 

lower losses than those calculated for a planar wall, since its mean velocity per cycle will be 

less. However, the direction of the bowing reverses when the direction of wall motion 

reverses; this means that the magnetisation reversal is to some extent concentrated in the 

surface layer which increases the eddy current loss.

3.2.3 Non-uniform domain wall motion (wall pinning).

The domain walls in a crystal are expected to exhibit a smooth movement when a magnetic
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B

Part of curve 
greatly magnified

H
Fig.3.4: Illustration of the Barkhausen effect

field is applied. However, in reality this is not the case, since crystal imperfections produce 

obstacles to free movement of the walls, and thus cause a discontinuous, non-uniform, jerky 

movement. This phenomenon, illustrated in figure 3.4 was first realised by Barkhausen

[3.11] who discovered that the magnetisation of ferromagnetic materials increase in minute 

steps due to discontinuous changes in the magnetisation [3.12]

Evidently real materials contain crystal imperfections, which hinder the easy motion of 

walls. Inclusions, a type of crystal imperfection, may take many forms. They may be oxides 

or carbides, cementite (FesC) in iron and steel, pores, voids, cracks or other mechanical 

inhomogeneities.
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■►Motion

Inclusion
Wall
(a) (b)

Fig. 3.5: Wall motion and inclusions

Figure 3.5 illustrates the interaction of a domain wall with an inclusion. When a moving wall 

encounters an inclusion and moves to the position bisecting it, the wall tends to cling to the 

inclusion which results in the wall area being decreased leading to the wall energy being 

reduced. However, it was pointed out by Neel [3.13] that the magnetostatic energy 

associated with free poles of inclusion is much greater than the change in the wall energy at 

the inclusion, so much so that the latter can be neglected. The magnetostatic energy of an 

inclusion isolated within a domain could be reduced if suitable spike domains are formed on 

the inclusion or even reduced to zero by formation of closure domain when the inclusion is 

bisected by the wall as shown in Figure 3.6.
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Fig. 3.6: Spike and closure domains on inclusions
(a) Inclusion within a domain.
(b) Inclusion bisected by domain wall.
(c) Inclusion with two closure domain.

Thus for example, a cube shaped inclusion, wholly within a domain, such as shown in figure 

3.6, might have spike domains attached to it (b). The total free pole strength in (a) is spread 

over a larger surface in (b) and that consequently reduces the magnetostatic energy.

This localised domain wall pinning at imperfections together with the magnetostatic field 

arising from the misalignment of the grains from the ideal orientation form the retarding 

force on the moving domain wall termed frictional hysteresis whose existence was suggested 

by Boon and Robey [3.14].
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Fig. 3.7 iPassage of a domain wall through an inclusion.
Ha is the direction of the applied magnetic field.

Considering figure 3.7, the wall in (a) moves to the right as shown in (b) in response to an 

upward applied magnetic field. Pinned to the inclusion, it drags out the closure domains into 

“tubes” creating a new domain just to the right of the inclusion. The “tubular” domains 

increase in width as the motion continues (c). Up to this point, the domain arrangement as in 

(a) can be regained if the field is reduced since the change that has taken place is still 

reversible. A point is reached as motion continues with the increment in the field when the 

wall energy also increases because their increasing surface area adds to it. The main wall 

eventually snaps off the “tubular” domains and jumps a distance to the right. This is an 

irreversible situation. Now two spike domains attached to the inclusion (d) has been created. 

This is the Barkhausen jump mentioned earlier. Reports indicated also that the walls could be 

pinned several times during the reversal cycle, and instantaneous wall velocities depend on 

the magnitude of the unpinning field and the local rate of change of the field. When the wall 

is dislodged from the inclusion, it results in high instantaneous wall velocities, and in a 

material such as the grain oriented silicon steel, where there is an appreciable number of 

such imperfections, this may account for the discrepancies between the calculated and 

measured value of the eddy current losses [3.15].
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Scratching a specimen surface perpendicular to the 180° wall [3.16], is found to decrease the 

total loss as the scratch tends to cause a decrease in 180° main domain wall spacing and the 

occurrence of reverse sub-domains in its vicinity. Better results have been attained by the 

employment of a more efficient technique, (spark ablation) which works basically on the 

same principle [3.17].

3.3 Interaction between grains, the effect of grain orientation, grain size, and 

lamination thickness.

Grain orientation and the demagnetisation effect of the grains are the two main factors that 

control domain wall spacing. Furthermore, the domain structure of any one grain in a group 

is dependent to some degree on the energies associated with the surrounding grains. The 

interaction between the grains was explained and illustrated for the surface field distribution 

over Hi-B, 3.25% silicon iron by Bengtsson et al [3.18] Theoretical expectation is for a 

uniform surface field distribution, at least, over a grain, but findings have shown that the 

surface field is different in neighbouring grains, and also non uniform even within the same 

grain. This phenomenon was explained with a model, and showed that the surface field 

generated by sections of a grain is taken over by sections of neighbouring grains [3.19].

Grain size plays a vital role in controlling magnetic properties, in that, increasing the grain 

size in electrical steels leads to increase in losses [3.20]. The reason is that, magnetic 

domains get wider and walls have to move further during magnetisation processes. Reducing 

grain size, on the other hand, causes high stray field at grain boundaries, which in turn causes 

an increase in hysteresis loss because of the formation of domain closures.

The effect of grain size on the power loss of grain oriented silicon is the result of two 

conflicting mechanisms. On one hand, the domain wall spacings decrease with decreasing 

grain size due to the increase in magnetostatic energy at the grain boundaries with the
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beneficial reduction of eddy current loss. On the other hand, as the grain size decreases, the 

grain to grain misorientation tends to increase, consequently increasing the loss associated 

with misoriented grains as described in the previous section, and a smaller grain size 

introduces more boundaries acting as pinning points for domain wall motion. This increases 

the hysteresis loss.

3.4 Sheet coating and effect of stress in grain-oriented silicon steel.

Insulation coatings are applied to electrical steel laminations used for magnetic cores of a 

wide range of electrical machines primarily to reduce eddy current formation in the core. It 

may help to accommodate burr, which might otherwise cause short circuits and, also 

improve punching characteristics. Hence its reduction effect on total power loss.

The insulation is usually provided by a double coating. In the first case, the surface is coated 

with a layer of silicon dioxide (SiC>2) during annealing, and then a second coating of 

magnesium oxide (MgO) is applied primarily to serve as an annealing separator to prevent 

sticking of adjacent coil wraps. The MgO reacts with the surface Si02 and form forsterite 

(MgSiO^. The forsterite coating produced is commonly called the mill glass and is followed 

by phosphate coating which produces stress [21]. Thus, the coating not only provides good
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Fig. 3.8: Domain structure in grain oriented silicon iron.
Stress free bar domains

Closure domains caused after being subjected to compressive stress.
(R.D.- Rolling direction; G - Compressive stress).

dielectric properties but also imparts an equivalent uniaxial tensile stress in the rolling 

direction. Then the inducement of the uniaxial tensile stress parallel to the rolling direction, 

causes a substantial reduction in the density of the lancet supplementary domain structures.

Magnetostriction

Compression Tension
Longitudinal stress

Fig. 3.9: Variation of loss and magnetostriction with stress in typical high 
permeability electrical steel.
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Additionally, tensile stress results in a refinement of 180° domain wall spacing [3.5] and 

reduces eddy current losses and magnetostriction.

Magnetoelastic energy is introduced into a silicon iron material when compressive stress is 

applied to it. The resulting domain structure in grain oriented material is as seen in figure 

3.8(b) where the domains align themselves in the [010] and [100] direction. In this condition, 

the power loss increases if the material is magnetised in the rolling direction because, the 

magnetisation vectors will have to rotate through 90°. This increase is illustrated of power 
loss and magnetostriction in figure 3.9.
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CHAPTER FOUR

METHODS FOR THE DETECTION OF SURFACE FIELDS ON 

ELECTRICAL STEELS.

4.1 Magnetic field detecting sensors.

The detection of grains and grain boundaries through the study of the normal 

component of the stray magnetic field (Hz) at the surface of a specimen, and the 

determination of localised power loss are the main driving force behind the 

consideration of the choice of the sensors for this work.

Sensors capable of detecting the vertical and also the tangential components (i.e., Hx, 

Hy and Hz, with respect to the rolling direction) of the magnetic field which is 

continuous across the surface of the specimen are vital for this investigation. It is 

assumed that the tangential component of the field above a sample but very close to 

its surface is identical to the effective field just inside the sample itself. Therefore, a 

suitable magnetic field sensor placed on the surface of the specimen is expected to 

measure the effective tangential field just inside the sample. The additional factor is 

the choice of sensor(s) for the detection of the flux density components, Bx and By, 

required to calculate the localised power loss. This is fully discussed in section 7.4.

Many types of magnetic field sensors are available, each with its own merits and 

demerits, depending on the requirements of the specific applications. Sensors such as 

the H-coils detect magnetic fields over a large area, whereas others such as the 

vibrating pick-up loop magnetometer (VPLM), magnetotransistor, magnetoresistive 

recording head (MRH), the permalloy probe and the Hall sensors are capable of
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detecting localised fields in small regions. In theory all are capable of measuring local 

surface fields on electrical steels so they are briefly compared in this chapter.

4.2 Minimum specification of magnetic field, H, sensor required for 

this project

The minimum specification required for the magnetic field, H sensor are as follows:

a. It should be a three dimensional,

b. It should be able to operate in both a.c. and d.c. excitation,

c. In a.c. excitation, it should be able to operate at frequency of 50 Hz,

d. It should be small in dimensions (each side being about 5mm or less)

e. It should have a field range of about ±500 Am'1 and

f. It should be purchased, if possible, rather than developed.

4.3 Vibrating pick-up loop magnetometer, (VPLM)

The principle of operation of the VPLM is based upon induction produced by 

vibrating a pick up loop with respect to a d.c. field [4.1] [4.2]. The construction of the 

device is as illustrated in figure 4.1. The pick up loop section of the device is 

constructed from a rectangular conducting material with its length much greater than 

its width. A voltage is induced across the terminals of the pick up loop when made to 

vibrate along its length, in the vicinity of a perpendicular field.
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Sample

Direction of 
vibration

Pick-up
loop

Fig. 4.1: Vibration pick-up loop used for the detection of 
normal magnetic field (Hz).

The size of a VPLM developed by Wurmbach et al was about 25mm long, 55pm 

wide. It was etched from a 0.3pm thick Cr-Au-Cr layer on a thin glass substrate. The 

sensitivity of the device, when operated at a frequency of 1824.1Hz and amplitude of 

9.4pm was 5.3xl0'12 V/A/m with a field resolution of 79.6A/m. Although, it has a 

low sensitivity, the sensor can be employed where high spatial resolution is required, 

and it has been used effectively to detect grain boundaries of grain oriented 

material. [4.2]

4.4 The Magnetotransistor

The magnetotransistor (figure 4.2) is based on the conventional semiconductor bi

polar transistor, having two collectors. The device is operated in common base mode 

with equal voltages applied to both collectors. When there is no external field, there is 

no output voltage, because the charge carriers from the emitter are divided equally
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Substrate P

Cl (N) C2 (N)

B (P)

x
E(N)

Fig. 4.2: Cross-section of a magnetotransistor.
E, - Emitter; B - Base and Cl and C2 -  Collectors. 
N and P are the material type [4.3]

between the collectors. Application of an external magnetic field in the vertical, Z 

direction causes the charge carriers in the base region to deflect, causing a different 

flow of carriers to the two collectors. The difference in the charge carrier flow (i.e 

electric current) between the collectors can be calibrated to measure the magnetic 

field [4.3]. A sensor with a sensitivity, up 1.2V/T has been reported by R.S. Popovic 

et al [4.4].

.4.5 Permalloy probe

This micro-size device is able to detect low fields on the surface of a magnetic 

material. The sensor works, when the tip of permalloy film, a few microns thick, is 

made to vibrate inside a multi-turn pick up coil, close to the surface of the sample 

(figure 4.3). During this process, if the sample is magnetised under a.c. condition a

voltage(Vo), proportional to the rate of change of the flux ) in the coil is
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induced. The induced voltage in a pick up coil is in the order of 100/xV. The surface 

field can then be calculated from the induced voltage.

pick-up
coil

a  Permalloy

Bloch wall

zzzzzzzztzzzmtz
Stray field

Fig. 4.3:Permalloy probe for the stray field detection over a bloch wall.(After [4.5])

The signal produced by the probe is proportional both to the dy and to the

velocity of the probe tip[4.5].

The sensitivity of the device depends upon sensor factors such as the number of turns, 

the amplitude of the vibration of the permalloy tip and its angular frequency.

4.6 Magnetoresistive head

The magnetoresistance effect has been known for more than a century, but only 

recently has it been developed and exploited in thin ferromagnetic films. These 

developments have led to the wider applications of magnetoresistance sensors. 

Applications include: Magnetic card readers, coin validation mechanisms, Non

destructive testing, Linear and rotary encoder, Speed and position sensing, etc, [4.6]
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Magnetoresistive thin film detectors are two terminal device which experience a 

change in resistance when acted upon by a suitably oriented magnetic field. The 

change in resistance is usually detected as a change in voltage across the detector

when it carries a constant current, I. It can be shown that the resistivity, p  of the

material, when subjected to a transverse magnetic field is;

p  = p o +ApnmCoi20 (4.1)

Where fio is the resistivity of the material perpendicular to the current density J, 0 is

the angle between the current density, J and magnetisation vector, Ms and Apmax is 

the magnetoresistance coefficient, as illustrated in figure 4.4(a).

Equation (4.1) can be expressed in terms of the applied field Hy and Ho the effective 

anisotropy field which acts to restrain the magnetisation along the element of the 

sensor. Ho represents the combined effect of the demagnetising field Hd across the 

sensor width, and the anisotropy field Hk arising from the uniaxial anisotropy induced 

along the element length during the deposition of the film.

Figure 4.4(b) shows the static characteristics of magnetoresistive sensor.
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l » h » t

H ,
g. 4.4: (a) Magnetoresistive thin film sensor: Hy: Total field acting across the width of element, 

Hd demagnetizing field, and Hk the anisotropic field.
(b) The static characteristics of magnetoresistive sensor (After 4.6])

When the magnetoresistive sensor is placed in a small field its characteristic is 

essentially non-linear (quadratic). If the sensor is operated around this point the 

output produced is unipolarly distorted, double the frequency of the applied field.

As the field is further increased the magnetisation Ms in the element rotates towards 

an angle of approximately 45° to the element length, and this corresponds to point (b) 

in Fig. 4.5 and further increase in field will cause the magnetoresistance effect to 

approach a saturation level, (point c).

Therefore, in order to operate the sensor in the linear portion of its characteristic (b) 

to obtain maximum linearity and sensitivity and minimum distortion, it is necessary 

to rotate the magnetisation vector Ms to lie at 45° to the current vector J (figure 

4.4(a)). This is achieved by biasing the sensor. Various techniques have been 

developed for biasing the sensor, (a) Permanent magnet, (b) Hard/soft adjacent layer
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technique [4.7], (c) Current conductor technique (d) Anisotropy field technique [4.8] 

and (e) Barber-pole technique [4.9]. All these techniques help to enhance the 

performance of the sensor, however, they have their individual short comings.

4.7 The Hall probe

Hall probes are widely used in commercial instruments for measurement of d.c. or

a.c. magnetic fields. The effect arises from the interaction of current carrying

Hall sensor (Semi 
conductor material e.g. 
Gallium Arsenide)

J

a

Hz

Fig. 4.7: The Hall effect configuration

conductors with the external magnetic field. A voltage is produced across a conductor 

carrying a current at a right angle to both the external magnetic field and the current.

Figure 4.8 illustrates the Hall effect. The two opposite points (a) and (b) will be at the 

same potential with no external field present. When the plate (e.g. Indium Antimony) 

is subjected to a magnetic field (HZ) perpendicular to it, the current crossing the
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conductor is distorted, causing the development of an e.m.f (Vh) between points (a) 

and (b). The classic expression for the Hall voltage can be written as:

Vh = - Rh l * Hz (4.1)

where t is the thickness of the plate, Rh is the Hall constant, which is a property of 

which material. If the current, Ix is kept constant, then Vh is proportional to the 

magnetic field Hz. Calibration in a known field is necessary.

Hall probes can be manufactured with a very small active area, down to l.OxlO'2 cm2. 

They can therefore be used to measure a magnetic field with high spatial resolution

[4.10]. A micro-size Hall probe, with an active area of 20x20|Lim2 has been used to 

detect the domain configuration in cobalt films, and also the domain structures in 

grain oriented silicon iron [4.11]. The device suffers from deviations from linearity at 

higher field and from the dependence of the response.

4.8 Choice of sensor

Taking into account the size of the grains within which scanning was to be 

performed, micro size magnetic sensors capable of detecting both normal and 

tangential components of the magnetic field at one spot (a 3-dimensional sensor) on 

the surface of the specimen was desirable.

Table 4.1 shows the comparison between the probes considered for the this project. 

Among the micro-size sensors described VPLM and the permalloy are not suitable, 

since they are only able to detect the vertical component of the surface field.
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The magnetotransistor is claimed to be capable of detecting both vertical and 

horizontal components of the field. It also has an exceptionally high sensitivity and 

can measure field directly. It is not widely used for field detection or measurement

Table 4.1: Comparative table of the probes considered for this project.
Techniques / 
Typical sensor 
specifications

VPLM Permalloy
probe

MR
Probe Magnetotransistor Hall probe

Material
application

Silicon 
iron sheet

Silicon iron 
sheet

Silicon 
iron sheet Silicon iron sheet Silicon iron 

sheet.
Effective 
distance from 
sample surface

? 1 /zm 35 /xm ? 35 /xm

Average 
detectable field 
range

Greater 
than lO^T ~ 6.3 x lO^T 0 -  2.5 T 0 - 1 T 0-10T

Typical
frequency range ~ 2kHz 25 Hz-20 kHz d.c. 0 - 210kHz 0-lkHz

Resolution 9 ~ 100 iiV ~ 100/xT ~ 1.0 /zT ~ 10/zT

Ease of use 
(with respect to 
dimensions of 
the physical 
quantity sensed: 
x,y z)

Difficult Difficult Easy Difficult Easy

Ease of use (in 
combination 
with the needle 
probes)

Difficult Difficult Easy Medium Easy

? -  Information not available

except by those who produce them for research purposes. Moreover the sensor, like 

any transistor, has to be protected by a casing, with the disadvantages of separation of 

the sensor from the simple surface resulting in the introduction of field measurement 

errors.
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Micro size 3-Dimensional integrated Hall effect sensors, with high sensitivity, are 

available. Therefore it was more convenient to employ one of them in a special 

design with two pairs of needle probes for this work.

4.9 Grain and static domain observation techniques in silicon steels

The obvious and, perhaps, a simple means by which grain observation in grain 

oriented silicon iron could be made is by etching the surface to remove the coating. 

However, this method is destructive. In this project it is desirable to see the grain 

structure through the coating without etching and produce domain imaging without 

coating removal.

Many techniques such as Kerr effect, the Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), the 

ferromagnetic colloid techniques, etc., have been developed and employed for the 

observation of the size and orientation of domains and grain structures in electrical 

steels [4.12] [4.13] [4.14]. However, special sample preparation may be involved 

when some of these techniques, e.g., Kerr effect and SEM are employed. In some 

cases, the coating on the electrical steel sample has to be removed, a process known 

to affect the magnetic domains and hence the properties of the sample. The sample 

has to be annealed later for the restoration of its properties before it is used. This 

makes the technique more costly and time consuming.

In the ferromagnetic colloid technique, for example, where iron filings of between 

10-100nm diameter are suspended in a colloid and used to detect the magnetic field, 

there is no need for any sample treatment to remove the stress coating. This therefore 

makes it quicker and easier to employ.
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When the colloid suspension is applied to or spread on the surface of the magnetic 

material, due to the interaction between the magnetisation and the magnetic particles, 

the particles freely move to positions determined by distribution of the 

inhomogeneous stray surface magnetic field. Figure. 4.8a illustrates this interaction, 

showing how these fields attract the colloid particles to outline the domain structure.

Stray field

C o l lo id  
p a r t i c l e sDomains

Domain walls

IK  ■ • ■

' • . :V.v ■'

w m p
• ■ V f f  ;

n ,  ^  . . . . i n , ,  i '  . ;  i *

■’

(b)

Fig. 4.8:(a.) Interaction between stray fields and colloid particles.
(b) an image from the surface of SiFe taken using this technique.

More research have been carried out on this technique [4.15] since it is obviously a 

tool for easy observation of the grain size and orientation without coating removal, 

and therefore a useful tool or technique for quality control and improvement of the 

silicon iron.
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Further research led to the manufacture of the magnetic domain viewer, a commercial 

instrument whose principle of work is based on the colloid technique [4.16]. This 

instrument has high resolution and is easy to use. It was used in this investigation to 

observe and compare the static domains and also the grains as seen on the coated 

specimen to what was obtained from the instrument, and finally see how these will, in 

turn, correlate with the power loss images obtained from the developed system.
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CHAPTER FIVE 

INVESTIGATION INTO GRAIN BOUNDARIES IN GRAIN-ORIENTED 
SILICON IRON.

5.1 Background:

In this work some effects o f the grain structure on the distribution of the vertical 

(normal) component of magnetic field are measured. The vertical component of field 

is made up of three parts: Hb, stray field generated at grain boundaries, stray field 

generated at 180° domain walls and H* stray field generated on the surface of the

Fig. 5.1: Schematic model for stray field generation of
Demagnetised sheet: Mz -  z components of magnetic field,H and
magnetisation, M respectively. BW -  Bloch wall (After [5.1])

grains with misorientation angle not equal to zero. Generally Hs > Hw, and if a high

d.c. external, in-plane field is applied then the domain walls will mostly be 

annihilated leaving two possible vertical field components originating at grain 

boundaries and on the saturated grain surfaces where s>0 [5.1][5.2][5.3].
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Three techniques described later in this chapter have been employed in investigating 

into grain boundaries. In the first technique a linear Hall effect i.e. sensor was used to 

scan, in a straight line, the stray surface vertical magnetic field on the surface of a 

magnetised grain oriented electrical steel. Using a personal computer, quantitative 

analysis was performed on the data obtained from this surface field distribution.

In the second technique, a system comprising of an travelling microscope, a vernier 

and ancillary equipment was used to measure the distances between grain boundaries 

following the same line mentioned above. The result was compared with the profiles 

obtained from the first technique. Observation of the edge of a grain oriented silicon 

steel was made, in the third technique using an optical microscope, to study the grain 

boundary through the thickness of the material.

5.2 The Preparation of the Electrical Steel sample

A rectangular sheet of grain oriented electrical steel 116 mm (rolling direction) by 78 

mm by 0.23 mm which had been chemically decoated by Cogent Power Ltd to reveal 

the grain structures, is as shown in figure 5.2.

The sample was designated as shown in figure 5.3 before the scan was commenced. 

The line DE (20 mm) was marked on the bisector of the sheet along the rolling 

direction (RD) on the top surface. A corresponding line D1E1 was designated 

opposite to DE on the reversed surface of the sample. The sheet was magnetised 

along its rolling direction by a d.c. external field of 1 kA/m using a C-core 
magnetising yoke.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 5.2. The electrical steel sample investigated: (a) and (b) show the top and the 

bottom surfaces respectively (dimensions shown in cm).

itanN 20 mm

sm *£»

is) Tcp Surface m  Bottom surface
Fig .5.3 Diagram illustrating the sections on both surfaces of the 

sample scanned.
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5.3 Investigation of grain boundary positions with a linear Hall effect i. c. sensor.

A linear integrated circuit (IC) Hall effect. Sensor in a moulded 4-pin dil plastic 

package, with an active length of 1 mm was calibrated in a uniform solenoid carrying 

a d.c. current. Its sensitivity was found to be 0.03mV/A/m when the bias current was 

3.5mA. The sensor was moved in 1 mm steps along the surface of the sheet at a 

height of approximately 0.25 mm using the scanning unit shown in figure 5.6. The 

sensor was energised by the 3.5 mA current and its output voltage was measured on a 

digital voltmeter with an accuracy of 0.5%. The peak value of the vertical component 

of the surface field was measured in this way to the accuracy of ± 0.76 A/m

Direct current, (d.c.) excitation of about 580mA was applied at about 1.8 T. The 

sensor was scanned along D-E and then Dl-El six different times and under the same 

magnetising conditions. The vertical components of field was plotted along the paths 

as shown in figure 5.4.

100.0 Along Dl-El

Z  -150 .0
Zl -200 .0

.£* ‘50 0

|  OD

o - 100.0
c

-250.0

- 100.0

50.0

Reversed side

-300.0
Distance (mm)

Fig. 5 .4: Mean variation of vertical field along scanned paths 
on each side of the sample.
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The positive and negative values indicate field directed out of or into the surface 

respectively. There is a difference between the distributions on either surface 

although they broadly follow the same pattern, the maximum field of about 250 A/m 

occurs at around 2 -3  mm from D and Dl.

5.4 Measurement of position of grain boundaries.

In order to attempt to explain the difference of the field patterns shown in figures 5.4 

and 5.5, the positions o f the grain boundaries were measured on either surfaces of the 

sample using a traveling microscope with a resolution of ± 0.01 mm. The position of 

boundaries were measured along D-E and Dl-El with respect to points D and D l. 

The pattern o f the results matched with figure 5.4. is as shown in figure 5.5.
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H
» i i i

iI
1

Reversed surface of sample

150.0

-500

- 100.0

Distance

mm

Top surface

Fig. 5.4. Illustration of the mean results of the scans earned out on 
either surface of the sample relative to the observed positions of grain 
boundaries on either side of the sample.

It is normally assumed that the grain boundaries lie at 90° to the sheet surfaces and 

are therefore in identical relative positions on either surface. The positions o f grain 

boundaries on either surface were measured with an optical microscope (set to the
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magnification o f X I00). This system, shown in figure 5.6 employs the reflectance 

technique whereby only surface objects could be observed.

Fig. 5.6 The system used for the observation and measurement o f grains in a g.o sample: 
JVC (KY-F55B), 3-chip colour video camera, (b) 15-inch monitor (control),

(c) joystick (d) an X-Y platform (sliding system with a vernier incorporated for mici 
measurements can be fixed on it), (e) an optical microscope system (by DMRXE LEIO 
(f) Sony (PVM 1453 MD computer, (g) a Sony colour video printer and (h) 15-in 
monitor for observation. (Cogent Power Ltd)

The grain oriented silicon iron specimen shown in figure 5.2 was mounted on a 

sliding (XY) system so as to facilitate its movement under the microscope. Grain 

boundary positions were observed and measured with the help o f a vernier. Lines P-Q 

and Pl-Ql similar to D-E and Dl-El were drawn on the specimen, along the rolling 

direction. Line Pl-Ql was drawn directly opposite to P-Q on the reverse side. Lines
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RS and R1S1 were also drawn in the same manner but along the transverse direction 

of the specimen.

Distances (in millimetres) of visible grain boundaries were measured from P to Q, 

with P considered as reference point. This process was repeated for P1Q1, RS and 

R1S1. The results are shown in table 1. The double arrowed lines point to what are 

probably the positions of the individual boundaries on opposite side of the sample. 

Obviously if large angles of inclination are present, a given grain boundary could 

emerge at the opposite surfaces displaced by 1mm or more so the links in table 1 are 

only postulations. It is interesting however that along the lines RS/RiSi the 

inclination angles appear to be all close to 90° to the sheet plane.

Table 1: Positions of grain boundaries along arbitrary paths parallel (PQ and 

P1Q1) and perpendicular (RS and R1S1) to the rolling direction.

Boundary Line PQ (mm) LinePiQj(mm) Line RS (mm) Line RjSi(mm)
_______________________________ (Ref. Point -R ) (Ref. Point -Rj )

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 
11 
12
13
14
15
16

35.9* ► 35.6*
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A 10mm x 10mm x 0.23mm square was cut from the sample shown in figure 5.2 by 

guillotine and polished using standard metallurgraphic preparation method. It was set 

on edge, supported with cold setting mount material to harden. It was etched in 3% 

nitric acid in alcohol (nitol) to reveal the boundaries along the edge o f the sample.

Fig.5.7 Micrographs showing typical grain boundary profiles
through the thickness o f  a sheet o f  grain oriented steel [5.5].
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Images obtained are shown in figure 5.7. Typical walls are inclined at angles from 

89° to 26° degrees to the sheet surface. Figure 5.7(d) shows the case of a grain visible 

from only one surface.

5.5 Summary of results.

The distances between DD1 and the other grain boundary positions (arrowed in Fig. 

5.5), compared with the distances on the magnetic field profile show that the turning 

points on the profile occur where grain boundaries are visible[5.4]. The magnitude of 

the surface field varies a great deal and does not appear to be directly related to 

individual grains. The very high field region extends over a region with grains of 

different size and orientation.

In conclusion the field distribution, although repeatable, is not the same on either 

surface. If surface field measurements are used to predict local losses or domain 

structures then care is needed in the interpretation of the results obtained from one 

side of a sheet only because small changes in tangential field will also occur on the 

other side. Normally it is assumed that any specific bar domain will be identical at 

either surface but this is expected not to be the case in practice because of the grain 

boundary profiles. Future studies are necessary to quantify the effect of this 

phenomenon in the interpretation of surface or bulk properties of electrical steels 

using surface field sensors.
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CHAPTER SIX

OBSERVATION OF DOMAIN / GRAIN BOUNDARIES USING 

MAGNETIC FORCE MICROSCOPY.

6.1 Introduction

Scanning probe microscopy (SPM) has been found to be among the most 

powerful tools for surface metrology of our time; measuring surface features 

whose dimensions are in the range from inter-atomic spacings (10'10m) to tenths 

of a millimetre (lO^m), and they have been used to map the properties of surfaces 

of various materials.

Although, initially scanning probe microscopes (SPMs) were used to study 

surface topography, they are now employed to measure other surface properties 

such as magnetic quantities. With the advent of magnetic force microscopy 

(MFM), otherwise called magnetic force imaging, which can operate in air whilst 

maintaining atomic resolution, there now exists the possibility of quick, simple, 

accurate and precise measurements of magnetic quantities even in complex 

structures.

The measurements in all SPMs are based on a sharp probe (or “tip”) of silicon 

nitrite, which is raster scanned over the surface of a sample. The interaction 

between the tip and the sample is used to build up the image and may take the 

form of forces as the two come into close contact, or of electrical currents passing 

between them. By oscillating the tip, magnetising it or even attaching different 

chemical species to it, many different types of interaction can be examined and all 

with extremely high spatial resolution.
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MFM, being a non-destructive technique of measurement, does not require any 

special sample preparation, and this makes it an attractive choice. All that is 

essential is a flat surface to enable the probe to be in very close proximity to the 

sample.

Terms frequently used in magnetic force microscopy includes atomic force 

microscopy (AFM), magnetic force microscopy (MFM), tapping mode (TM), 

scanning tunnel microscopy (STM), electric force microscopy (EFM), lateral 

force microscopy (LFM) and scanning capacitance microscopy (SCM).

It has been shown in previous work that the MFM system is capable of detecting 

the presence of a domain wall or grain boundary [6.1]. The system was used to 

scan the surface of a magnetic film along the direction of x, over the interval 

between 0 and 1600 A as shown in Figure (6.1). The vertical distance between the 

tip (needle) and the sample was 100 A.

a*

T 400 ooq 1100 1000o
w

u.

Fig. 6.1 Horizontal and vertical components of force versus tip
position along x. The sample has perpendicular magnetization 
with the straight Bloch wall at x = 800A.[6.1]
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The forces Fx and Fz are calculated or obtained as the needle moved. It was noted 

that the peak of Fx and the zero-crossing of Fz occur at the wall centre.

Similarly, Takekuma et al concluded that there are magnetization fluctuations not 
detectable by the conventional analysis, and proposed a new evaluation parameter 
based on the variance profile which can quantitatively analyse the magnetisation 

fluctuation as shown in figure (6.2).

(a)

X —

t (pixel)

Fig.6.2: (a) An MFM image of a recorded medium (Co-13Cr-6Ta-4Pt) 
(b) Average profile and
(c ) Variance profile determined from (a), where t = 1,..., 512, 

and 512 pixels = 2 pm. After [6.2]

M
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Figure 6.2 shows the average and the variance of the MFM image of a recorded 

medium (recorded at 1.97 Mfm’1, (Mega flux changes per metre)). The average 

profile shown in figure 6.2(b) is the same as the profile produced by the 

conventional MFM analysis. However, from the variance profile of the MFM 

signals across the track direction, figure (6.2b), it can be observed that the 

minimum values; Ij, h, are sandwitched by two peaks which occur at each 

transition region. Since the peaks appear only at the transition regions, it can be 

predicted that the variance profile has relation to the magnetization fluctuations in 

these regions [6.2].

A software package (the WSxM scanning probe microscopy software), developed 

by Nanotec Electronica [6.3] was used for a similar investigation in this work.

6.2: Brief description of the MFM system.

Fig. 6.3a shows the main hardware components of the MultiMode SPM system 

used in this investigation to study the surface fields on grain oriented 3.25% 

silicon steel, Cu-based nanocrystalline material and nickel iron alloy W597 

Vacoperm 100. The system comprises: the SPM, controller, computer, keyboard, 

mouse, display monitor and control monitor.

Mouse moves cursor 
between monitors J

Control monitor Display monitor

T- *

Computer Controller

rr u  ̂ w  SPMKeyboard Mouse

Fig. 6.3a. Multimode Scanning Probe Microscopy system.
Hardware showing the major components (After [6.4]).
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By the movements of the mouse, the cursor is automatically transferred from one 

monitor to the other. This makes it easy for the operator to handle the scanning 

programme, seaminglessly switching between the control functions on one 

monitor and the display functions on the other. Fig. 6.3b shows the system in the 

Physics and Astronomy department of Cardiff university where this work was 

carried out.

Fig. 6.3b. Multimode Scanning Probe Microscopy system 
used for this work

The Scanning Probe Microscope (SPM), in which the scanning and the other 

measurements were carried out is as shown in Fig. 6.4. There are two main 

components of the system; the scanner and the detection system. The scanner 

houses a piezoelectric transducer. The piezo element physically moves the sample 

in the X, Y and Z directions. This is a two-part, proprietary surface imaging 

method which consists of a surface scan to obtain height data, followed by a 

second scan to extract other information about the surface (such as magnetic field) 

while the tip profiles the previous path at a constant height. The two images are 

subtracted from each other to yield an image uninfluenced by topography. The 

detection system consists of a laser which generates a spot of light that is reflected 

from a micro-fabricated cantilever onto a mirror and finally into a photodetector.
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This instrument uses a semiconductor diode laser emitting a maximum 1.0 mW 

beam at 670 nm. The light is emitted downward and normally reflects back into 

the system’s optics from the back of the cantilever probe. The position of the spot 

is determined by circuitry which generates a voltage from the difference between 

the photodiode segments. The circuit outputs a voltage ranging from +10V to - 

10V depending on the position of the spot on the two photodiodes.

display.

+B-C+D 
display_

SPM

sum display 
(elliptical)

Fig. 6.4 The Multi-mode Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM) (After [6.4])

r ----------------
Photodiode 

i adjustment adjustment knobs

Scanner 
(Shown: “A

Coarse adjustment
support ring

Mode selector 
switch

Motor control 
switch

X-Y head translator
 1
Retaining springs

Tipholder
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The head, also shown in figure 6.5(a), houses the tip holder, the mirror, the 

cantilever, the laser, the tilt mirror, etc. The middle section which links the head to 

the base, accommodates the scanner tube and also supports the head.

Figure 6.5(a) shows a Multimode scanning probe microscopy (MM-SPM) head 

with various adjustment knobs. The major components in the head are as 

numbered: (1) laser, (2) the mirror, (3) the cantilever (probe), (4) the tilt mirror 

and (5) the photo detector.

Photo detector -  

segm ents A, B, C and D.

stage adjustHead X-axis stage adjust

Fig. 6.5: Multimode Scanning Probe Microscopy head 
Hardware showing the major components [6.4].

Photodiode
Laser Y-axis adjust

AB and CD indicate the vertical and lateral deflections respectively as illustrated 

in figure 6.5.

The MultiMode SPM base is equipped with meters (figure 6.6) which indicate 

voltage coming from the four-segment photodetector.
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The elliptical (SUM) meter 1 indicates the total voltage generated by the 

photodetector. That is, the combined voltage of photodetector segments. This is 

displayed during all modes (except STM when all meters are off). The bottom 

digital meter 2 reads

TAPPING MODE 
or CONTACT AFM 
OUTPUT 
SIGNAL (V)

VERTICAL
o r  HORIZONTAL
DIFFERENCE

SUM

Fig. 6.6: SPM’s voltages and the meters on the 
front of the base [6.4]

differences in voltage between various segments of the photodetector. With the 

mode switch toggled to AFM and LFM, it indicates the voltage difference (C - 

D), that is, the left segments minus the right segments. With the mode switch 

toggled to TM and AFM (Tapping Mode), it indicates the voltage difference (A - 

B), that is, the bottom segments minus the top segments. The topmost digital 

meter 3 indicates the output signal of the SPM depending upon the mode selected. 

When the mode switch is toggled to AFM and LFM, the topmost meter reads the 

(A - B) voltage difference. On the other hand when the mode switch is toggled to 

TM AFM the topmost meter reads the rms voltage [6.4]

The head and attached X-Y stage are kinematically mated to the scanner via three 

contact points. A pair of retaining springs hold down the head, allowing it to be 

raised and lowered using adjustment screws threaded through the scanner body.
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6.2.1. Magnetic Force Imaging Overview

There are two main modes of scanning: the LiftMode and the TappingMode. 

MFM imaging utilizes the Interleave and LiftMode procedures as illustrated in 

figure 6.7.

Fig. 6.7 The MFM LiftMode principles. [6.4]

Surface stray
Probe (Tip)

Path

A tapping cantilever equipped with a magnetic coated tip is first scanned over the 

surface of the sample to obtain topographic information. The LiftMode allows the 

imaging o f relatively weak but long-range magnetic interactions while minimizing 

the influence of topography (figure 6.7). Measurements are taken in two passes 

across each scanline; each pass consists of one trace and one retrace. In the first 

pass, topographical data is taken in TappingMode on one trace and retrace. The tip 

is then raised to the lift scan height and a second trace and retrace performed 

while maintaining a constant separation between the tip and local surface 

topography. Magnetic interactions are detected during this second pass.

After the topographical data is taken in TappingMode on one trace and retrace in 

the first pass, the tip is raised just above the sample surface (between 10-200nm). 

It is advisable to raise it to 50nm and then lower it down to about 25nm. The
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surface topography is scanned while being monitored for the influence of 

magnetic forces. These influences are measured using the principle of force 

gradient detection. Thus, on the first trace (1) and retrace (2), as shown in figure 

6.7, the cantilever traces surface topography. The cantilever then ascends to a 

height called the Lift Scan Height (3) maintaining a constant separation between 

the tip and local surface. Then on the second trace (4) and retrace (5), the lifted 

cantilever profiles the topography while responding to magnetic influences. That 

is, in the LiftMode, magnetic interactions are detected during this second pass, 

and the topographical features are virtually absent from the MFM image.

In the absence of magnetic forces, the cantilever has a resonant frequency /o . This 

frequency is shifted by an amount A/ proportional to vertical gradients in the 

magnetic forces on the tip. The shifts in resonant frequency tend to be very small, 

typically in the range 1-50 Hz for cantilevers having a resonant frequency fo  -100 

kHz. These frequency shifts can be detected three ways: phase detection , which 

measures the cantilever’s phase of oscillation relative to the piezo drive; 

amplitude detection , which tracks variations in oscillation amplitude; and 

frequency modulation , which directly tracks shifts in resonant frequency. Phase 

detection and frequency modulation produce results that are generally superior 

to amplitude detection.

Best results are normally obtained with Digital Instruments’ Extender™ 

Electronics Module. This hardware unit allows phase detection and frequency 

modulation for optimal MFM imaging.

The sample and mode of SPM to be performed dictate the choice of tip and 

tipholder. The Probes which are made from tungsten or platinum indium alloy 

wires are cut or etched to produce sharp tips at one end. Other technologies have 

been developed recently by which tips with high resolutions are 

manufactured[6.5].
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Most SPM work is done using cantilevered probes. These consist of a flexible 

cantilever extending from a rigid substrate, to which a tip has been attached. The 

MFM probe is crystal of silicon having a magnetic coating on the tip. As the 

magnetized tip oscillates through magnetic fields on the sample surface, it 

modulates the cantilever’s phase and frequency. These are monitored, providing a 

measure of magnetic field strength and providing images of magnetic domains.

The circuit outputs a voltage ranging from +10V to -10V depending on the 

position of the spot on the two photodiodes. The feedback loop moves the sample 

in the vertical direction (Z) to restore the spot to its original position.

6.2.2. Scanning Resolution

The most important parameter affecting imaging resolution is the Lift scan height. 

The range of 10-200 nm is most useful. In general, MFM resolution is roughly 

equal to the lift height: smaller Lift Scan heights give better resolution; 

conversely, magnetic features smaller than the Lift Scan height may not be 

resolved. The tip also experiences stronger fields close to the surface, giving 

improved signal-to-noise ratios. The resolution of my work was 50nm.

6.2.3. Scanning sensitivity

The relationship between setpoint voltage and oscillation amplitude is known as 

the sensitivity. Its value can be determined by Force Calibration. For 225 fxm 

MFM cantilevers, the sensitivity is typically in the range 15-20 nm/V. A IV 

Setpoint typically corresponds to the mean tip - sample distance (h r)  ~ 15-20 nm.
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6.3. Experimental procedure

The Multi-mode Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM), shown in figure 6.4, is the 

instrument or component of the system which houses the sample under 

investigation as well as the tip (probe), and all the scanning processes take place 

in it.

The sample and mode of SPM to be performed dictate the choice of tip and 

Upholder. For example, if contact AFM is to be used for imaging, a silicon nitride 

cantilever mounted in a standard Upholder is the better choice. In this 

investigation, silicon tips coated with CoCr thin films were used.

Each sample used should not measure more than 10 mm by 10 mm to fit the top 

of the scanner tube and should be less than 8 mm in thickness. The top of the 

sample should protrude not more than a few millimeters above the top of the 

head’s X-Y translation stage. All the specimen used in this investigation were cut 

to 10 mm by 10 mm and all the measurements were carried out under room 

temperature.

To load the sample, the head of the SPM (figure 6.5) was gently removed. This 

exposed the top of the scanner tube. The sample puck was mounted with the 

calibration standard on top of the scanner tube. An internal magnet held the puck 

down. After securing the sample in this chamber, the head was carefully fitted 

back. On average, each scanning process took about twenty minutes to complete. 

The scanning process was repeated three times for each sample and the results 

were averaged. A feedback system used to control tip-sample interactions and 

render images was optimized for each new sample. This was accomplished by 

adjusting various gains in the SPM’s feedback circuit.
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6.4 Results and discussion.

6.4.1 Magnetic film (metal evaporated tape)

Figure 6.8 shows an output of an MFM scan of a magnetic film. The surface 

topography of the material is as shown in figure 6.8(a), while figure 6.8(b) 

illustrates the magnetic force gradient “phase” image obtained. The scanned area 

was 5 pm x 5 pm, and it was performed at a resolution of 1 OOnm (lift scan height).
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It can be observed that greater magnetic field activity occur in some regions 
(lighter areas) than others (darker regions) but no correlation has been found with 
bulk domain structures.The alternating dark and light shades or “stripe domains” 
in figures 6.8(b) and 6.9(a) represent the recorded magnetic information.

Piotite from 110102.000 (5.0m * 50»») Con... BE1B

(a) (b)
Fig. 6.9:(a) Magnetic force gradient image of metal evaporated tape 

Scanned at lOOnm Lift scan height (resolution).
(b) and the magnetic field profile along the line AB.

They also signify a varying resonant frequency, and hence magnetic force 
gradient on the tip or probe [6.6]. The SWxM analysis software was used to 
investigate into the MFM image in figure 6.9(a), which could be related to the 
domain (180° bloch) walls. Firstly, the magnetic field profile obtained along the 
line AB across the image was then observed (figure 6.9(b)). An alternating signal 
profile about the zero line was observed. Arrows were then placed in the regions 
where the line AB crossed the lighter coloured “stripes”. The same process was 
followed for the corresponding positions or regions in figure 6.9(b). It can be seen 
that the number of arrows in both images are the same. Also all the arrows in 
figure 6.9(b) point to only the positive peaks of the profile.
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6.4.2 Nickel Iron

The MFM images of a Nickel Iron (W597 Vacoperm 100) specimen are as shown 
in figure 6.10. The scanned area was 5pm x 5pm. Figure 6.10a shows the 
topographical image, while 6.10b. shows the “phase” image.

Fig.6.10: MFM image of a Nickel Iron (W597 Vacoperm 100) material.
(a) Surface topography.
(b) Magnetic field “Phase” image.
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Figure 6.11 illustrtates a 3-dimensional view of the “phase” image. The base is 
added just to enhance the image.

Fig. 6.11: MFM image “phase” of a Nickel Iron (W597 Vacoperm 100) 
material in 3-dimensional view. The base was provided just to 
enhance the image.

In this image too, a region is observed running from the top left comer to the right 
bottom comer. Thie region in the image was also investigated into by looking 
closely at variance profiles across it from different points as indicated in figure 
6 . 12.

Three lines; line 1, line 2 and line 3 were drawn horizontally across the region 
using the SWxM analysis software. The corresponding profiles 1, 2, and 3 
obtained are as shown in figure 6.12. The was a sharp rise in each of the signal 
profiles at any point the lines crossed the region.
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The observation made from the analysis of the MFM image of the magnetic tape 
in figure 6.9. was that, positive peaks of the profile appeared at certain identical 
sections. In this investigation too (figure 6.12), similar positive peaks 
weresignificantly observed on the structure. Nickel iron materials are known to 
have small grains sizes (averagely between 10pm to 30pm) [6.8]. Considering the 
the area scanned (5 pm x 5 pm), one would have expected to see, at least, two or

Piofae fiow 191102- 002 (5 0pm x 5 

Profile 3
JniiS]

Fig. 6.12: Magnetic field profiles along lines drawn across a structure on a magnetic 
field image of the surface of a Nickel Iron material (W597 Vacoperm 100) 
material.

Piofite how 191102 002 (5.0tun x ... I f g l P

Profile 2

P r o file  f lo w  1 9 1 1 0 2  0 0 2  t5 .0 » m  » 5  H B B

XQjtin]

Profile 1
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more domains and domain (Bloch) walls. However, only one such structure can 
be observed from the image. Therefore it is more likely that the structure under 
investigation is rather a grain boundary.

6.4.3 3.25% grain -  oriented silicon iron sample

Figure 6.13: shows the topography and the phase images obtained from a random 
area of 15pm x 15pm on the surface of a 3.25% grain oriented silicon iron 
sample. The lighter or whitish colours in the image indicate higher magnitude of 
magnetic field, and these are indicated in figures 6.14 and 6.15.

(a)
Fig. 6.13: MFM images of a 3.25% g.o. silicon iron sample in 3 
dimensional view, (a) surface topography, (b) magnetic “phase” 
image.

Another region was observed that appears to run from top to bottom of the image.
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Figure 6.15 shows the region, labelled AB, more clearly from both a single and 3 
dimensional views.

(a

12 0 0 0 .0  nm

D i g i t a l  I n s t r u m e n t s  NanoScope 
Scan s i z e  15 .00
Scan r a t e  0 .5008  111
Number o f  sa m p le s  512
(Magp D ata  Height
D ata  s c a l e  2 .0 0 0  urn

D i g i t a l  I n s t r u m e n t s  NanoScope 
Scan s i z e  15 .00  u»
Scan r a t e  0 .5008  Hi
Number o f  sa m ple s  512
Image Data  Phase
Data s c a l e  3 .0 0 0  deg

Fig. 6.14: MFM images of a 3.25% g.o. silicon iron sample 
(a) Surface topography, (b) Magnetic “phase” image.
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3 .0  deg

1 .5  deg

■0.0 deg

D ig i t a l  In stru m en ts
Scan s i z e
Scan r a te
Number o f  sam ples
Image Data
D ata s c a l e  ;

D ig ita l Instruments NanoScope 
Scan s iz e  15.00 ym
Scan ra te  0.5008 Hz
Number o f samples 512
Image Data Phase
Data sc a le  3.000 deg

5.000 pm/div
3.000 deg/div

Fig. 6.15: Image of the magnetic surface activities 
over a 15 mx 15 m area of the grain oriented 
3.25% silicon steel. Sample.
(a) 2-D image and (b) 3-D image.
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The region was measured using the SWxM analysis software. It has an average 

thickness of about 120 nm. From figure 6.15, certain regions (brighter spots), 

indicating higher magnetic field activity, and others showing lower or negative 

magnetic activity could be observed [6.5]. However, BA shows a continuous 

stretch of higher field activity. Its long stretch (not straight anyway) and also its 

average thickness of about 120 nm suggests the presence of a grain boundary.

6.4 4. Further investigation into the silicon iron image.

The investigation which was carried out on the image in figures 6.12 was repeated 

for the MFM “phase” image in figure 6.16. In this investigation, three lines CD, 

EF and GH were drawn across the structure BA. The resulting profiles are as 

shown as SI, S2 and S3 respectively in figure 6.16. It could be seen that, there 

was a sharp rise and fall in the profiles across this structure BA through out its 

entire length. The lines CD, EF and GH correspond to the zero lines of SI, S2 and 

S3 respectively

To continue with the investigation, more profiles were obtained from different 

sections as shown in figure 6.17. The profile named Pfl in figure 6.17 was 

obtained from the section denoted by the line OP on the MFM “phase” image 

across the structure BA.
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S11T Line CD

001 (15  0»m  k 1□  Piofile Iic m i 090600 001 (15 0 |lhi x .. E3

Fig. 6.16: 3.25% G.O. SiFe sample showing magnetic field profiles along lines 
drawn across a “strip” expected to be a grain boundary.
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Fig. 6.17: A  magnetic force gradient image of g.o. Si-Fe material showing the field 
profiles at certain sections on the image. (The zero lines on the profiles are 
the same as the labelled lines; e.g. MN)

P£2 was also the profile obtained from the section represented by the line MN. Pf3 
was the profile obtained from the section represented by the line RS across the 
image. It could be observed that RS was superimposed on MN. This was to 
ascertain the validity of the signals; and the idea was to find out if the profile of 
MN (i.e., Pf2) could be traced in the profile of RS (i.e., Pf3).

Before drawing any conclusion, a further step was taken which is shown in figure 
6.18. Using the analysis software, a mark (+) was placed exactly at the point 
where both MN and RS crossed the structure BA. That point is as indicated by a
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vertical line (about 9pm from the left edge) of the profile Pf3 (figure 6.18). It 
could be concluded then that the profiles are valid because they are identical at a 
single point.

P£2f

P f ij

O  0 0®

X[w]

Fig. 6.18: A magnetic force gradient image of a g.o. Si-Fe material
Showing the field profiles at certain sections across a structure 
thought to be a grain boundary. (The zero lines on the profiles are the 
same as the labelled lines; e.g. MN)

From the investigation it could be argued that, the structure BA in the magnetic 
“phase” image could either represent a domain wall or a grain boundary. 
However, considering the material under investigation (3.25% g.o.silicon iron) 
whose domain walls generally have the characteristics of being straight, the 
curvature in BA is too much more than would be expected. Again, if it was a
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domain wall detected, then over that area scanned (15 pm x 15 pm), at least, 
another similar wall should have been encountered. For that matter, it could be 
concluded that the structure is not a domain wall but rather a grain boundary.

Also the signal Pf3 (figure 6.18) and the signal in figure 6.9(b) are similar for the 
fact that they both repeatedly cross over a common horizontal zero line from one 
end to the other. The widths; xj, x2 and X3 of signal Pf3 which are about 3 pm 
each could then be considered to the width of neighbouring domains which 
unfortunately are shown clearly seen in the image.

6.4.5: Investigation into a nanocrystalline material.

A FeSiBnbCu (Iron-based) nanocrystalline soft magnetic material sample was 
scanned using the MFM system. The production of this material starts with a 
rapidly quenched armorphous material typically with the following composition: 
Fe73.5Sii3 .5B9CuiNb3 . Many crystallisation nuclei are produced by the 
introduction of the copper element. However, grain growth is inhibited by the 
addition of niobium. When the material is annealed at between 500C and 600C, it 
would consist of grains of about 1 Onm in diameter.

Fig. 6.19: Ordered domain structure on a 
nanocrystalline soft magnetic material [6 .8 ].
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Figure 6.19 is a diagram which illustrates an ordered domain structure of a 

nanociystalline soft magnetic material. Figures 6.20 and 6.21 are MFM images 

obtained after scanning two samples of the same nanocrystalline material. In both 

cases, images (al) and (bl) are surface topograhy obtained while (a2) and (b2) are 
the “phase” images.
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Fig. 6.20: MFM images of a nanocrystalline(5 pm x 5 pm ) 
al, bl are the topographical images 
a2, b2 are the “phase” images
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Ihe images obtained in figures 6.19 and 6.20 are not as expected, They show 

characteristics of the nanocrystalline material. The areas scanned, as seen from the 

images, were 5pm x 5 pm and 30pm x 30pm. Scanning area in the range of 

nanometers may have revealed much more details from the surface of the 
material.
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Fig. 6.21 MFM images of a nanocrystalline 
(30pm x 30pm )
al, bl are the topographical images 
a2, b2 are the “phase” images.
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6.5 Conclusion

In conclusion, a Magnetic Force Microscopy system has been successfully used to 

study the internal structures of magnetic materials through the stray magnetic field 

at the surface of the samples.

Although the MFM images have been difficult to quantify because of the tip- 

sample magnetic interaction and the non-linearity of the ferromagnetic tip [6.5]

[6.6], the application of the (WsxM) software package [6.7] has been helpful for 

further investigation into the original MFM images obtained. A grain boundary of 

average thickness of 120 nm of a 3.25% Si-Fe specimen was measured.

Future improvement, especially, on the software aspect of the system to overcome 

the problems mentioned is vital. That will, in addition to its high speed of 

evaluation, enhance the system’s capability to fully analyse the magnitude of the 

detected surface magnetic field.
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF POWER LOSS SYSTEM

7.1 Introduction (the overview of the system.)

The block diagram of the 3-dimensional integrated Hall effect sensor/needle probes 

based measurement system developed and used for this work is shown in figure 7.1. 

The main components are the magnetizing system for applying fields to the sample, a 

precision (X-Y-Z) position control system with an on board microprocessor, a block 

of perspex specially designed to accommodate the integrated 3-dimensional Hall 

effect sensor (type: 3D-H-30), and the set (two pairs) of needle probes, the associated 

electronic signal conditioning, a data acquisition system (DAS) comprising on board 

microprocessor and analogue to digital converter (ADC), and a host personal 

computer (PC) for communicating with the computerized system element and 

displaying the result.

The perspex block housing the sensor package had one end attached to the X-Y-Z 

positioning system. The specimen to be scanned was placed on a separate stage which 

includes a manual vertical axis position. A yoke (C-core) with a 160 turns 

magnetizing coil was then placed on the specimen for magnetization while the 

scanning process took place around the centre of the sample in the uniform field 

region. Additionally, the vertical axis stage allows the computer to control precisely 

the sample-to-sensor spacing. For optimum results, the sensing element was set as 

close to the sample surface as possibly, but this also depends mostly on the distance
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between the sensing element and the surface of the sensor.

Battery (± 12 V) Mains (-240V)

Electronic 3-D Sensor and
circuit - Signal Needle Probes
conditioning

Power (Circuit) 
breaker 

(13A, 240V ~ 50Hz)

Connector Block 
(NICB-68LP)

2 Isolating Transformers 
(interconnected)

P.C.
(NI-DAQ Card 

&
Analogic DAS 
Board (card))

Compumotor 
AT6400 

4-Axes Indexer

3 Compumotor 
Microstep drives 

(S6-Series)

D D D
1 2 3

Variac 
(3A, 240V)

I
Power Amplifier 
(Pioneer M-90a)

Isolating
Transformer

X-Y-Z Precision 
Position Control 
System with the 
sensor unit

Fig. 7.1: A block diagram illustrating the measurement system

1 Ohm 
shunt cct.

Magnetising
circuit
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The measurement system (figure 7.1) has three main sections. The first comprises the 

signal conditioning circuit which is powered by a ± 12V d.c. supply. Power supplied 

to the 3-dimentional i.e. Hall effect sensor, and the output of both this 3-D sensor as 

well as the needle probes were all through the signal conditioning circuit. The output 

of the electronic circuit was fed via a connector block (NICB-68LP) and a controller 

to the data acquisition (NI PCI -  6034E) card. Another data acquisition card slotted in 

the personal computer (PC) was the analogic DAS board (card). This was the original 

card supplied with the precision position control system. To be able to use LabView 

software to communicate to the precision position control system, another software 

named Motion Toolbox was needed. This software when activated connected the two 

cards (i.e., the NI PCI -  6034E and the analogic DAS card) together, hence enabling 

commands given by the user (at the keyboard) be interpreted to the Copumotor 

AT6400 4-axes indexer, and subsequently carried out by the positioning (X-Y-Z) 

system.

The second section is the power supply to the X-Y-Z-precision position control 

system. The output of two isolating transformers connected to 240V supply through a 

circuit breaker were fed to both the compumotor AT6400 4-axes indexer and the 

three compumotor micro step drives (S6-series), the two main components that 

directly control the position system.

The third section controls the excitation current of the magnetising circuit. This 

section is discussed in section 7.2. Figures 7.2(a) and 7.2(b) show side and front view 

photographs, respectively, of the magnetizing and scanning systems. The magnetizing 

coil (on the C-core ), the specimen (3.25% silicon iron) and the platform on which the 

specimen was placed can be seen in both figures.
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system
X_Y_Z Positioning

Magnetizing
coil
(160 turns)

(a) (b)

Fig. 7.2: Main components o f the magnetizing and scanning systems: (a) 
side view and (b) front view.

The sensor package and the perspex block housing it can be identified in figure 7.2. 

The magnetizing system and the sensor package are further shown in figure 7.3.
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Magnetising coil

Hall Effect 
I.C. (x-y-z) 
sensor. /

Attachment to 
the Precision 
Position systemYoke

Sample 
3.25% SiFe 
MaterialNeedle

Fig. 7.3 The X-Y-Z-sensor and the needle probes (encapsulated) on 
the magnetised grain oriented electrical steel sample.

The LabView software package was used to run the system. The user can specify the 

step/sampling interval upwards (vertical) of 5mm (to make space for the spring 

loaded needles) and the scan area which is selectable with independent X and Y axis 

scan distances of up to 30mm.

Upon selection of the scanning command, movement instructions are sent to the 

positioning stage to raster scan the sensor combination (3-D integrated Hall effect 

sensor / Needle probes) over the sample surface.
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7.2 The magnetizing system.

The magnetizing circuit is shown in both figures 7.2 and 7.3. The C-core is placed on 

the specimen to complete the magnetic circuit. Power supply to the circuit is as 

shown in figure 7.4. The variac, the isolating transformer and the amplifier are in the 

excitation current circuit. The mean length L (of the circuit) was 230 mm.. Many 

scans were performed but the average excitation current was maintained between 100 

and 150 mA at 50Hz.

Variac-

magnetising
yoke

power
amplifier

Fig. 7.4: Outline of the magnetizing circuit.

With the excitation current of 100mA, a magnetizing field of about 50A/m was 

generated in the magnetising circuit. A distorted output signal was observed 

whenever the current value reached about 200mA. It was quite safe to work at 

150mA and below [7.1]
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7.3 The static characteristics of the integrated Hall Effect sensor and the field 

detection.

The integrated 3-D Hall effect sensor used for this work was manufactured by the 

Sentron company [7.2]. Sentron Hall elements are characterized by a special feature 

of having their Hall elements sensitive to magnetic field components parallel to the 

chip surface and not as conventional Hall magnetic sensors perpendicular to the 

device surface [7.3]

The 3D-H-30 measures the 3-axis components of a magnetic field at the same 

position. The active zone ranges between 0.1mm and 0.3mm. It has a high magnetic 

field sensitivity and low current. It has a field range of about ±477.48 Am'1. The 

sensor has a sensitivity of 100 mVT'1 (7.95 x 107mV/A/m) in the vertical (z) axis and 

275 mVT1 (21.0 x 107 mV/A/m) in both the (x) and (y) axes. The magnetic sensitive 

volume is 0.25 x 0.25 x 0.2 mm3, and it is 35/xm from the surface of the chip. It can 

therefore be used to measure the magnetic field with high spatial resolution [7.4]. All 

other parameters ( i.e., absolute maximum ratings and other typical electrical 

characteristics) are shown in appendix 1.

The labView package was used to calibrate the characteristics of the 3-D (3D-H-30) 

sensor, employing the magnetizing circuit of the built system. Test was run at a 

frequency of 50 Hz, and applied current ranging from 0.2A to about 3.0 A. For better 

averaging, each test was run for 1000 of each result. The characteristics shown in 

figure 7.5 were obtained for the individual three axes of the sensor. The full data on 

the characterization is given in appendix 2.
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Fig. 7.5(a): Calibration of Hx component curve of 3-D Hall 
sensor at 50 Hz.. (Hx in A/m)
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7.4 The Needle Probes

A new technique for detecting localized flux density was reported [7.5]. However, the 

two most common techniques that have been used are the needle probes (NPT) and 

the B- coil techniques.

With the B-coil technique, holes are drilled in the sample, which has a harmful effect 

on its magnetic properties. The needle probes technique was first reported in a patent

[7.6]. This technique is more widely used, because there is no need for holes.

The principle upon which the needle probe technique has been based is that, the 

potential difference generated or induced between two points at the surface of a

Needles

w

Fig. 7.6: Principle of the measurement of the magnetic induction (NPT).
(Patent [7.6])
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magnetized piece of lamination is proportional to the voltage induced in the coil 

wrapped around the cross-sectional area of the lamination . The potential gradient at 

the conductive surface of the sample is caused by eddy currents which are also 

induced by variable flux density (as shown in figure 7.6).

Some basic problems that might lead to inaccuracies, as indicated through research 

into the needle probe system [7.7], include:

(i) non-homogeneity of the flux distribution through the thickness of the 

lamination,

(ii) wiring must be made very carefully to avoid picking up the stray flux

(iii) some force must be applied to the needles in order to ensure electrical contact 

with the surface of the lamination, and

(iv) positioning of the needles is usually prone to small errors

Many of the published works have come out with modified methods [7.8] [7.9] 

Assuming a homogeneous magnetic induction in the x-y-plane of the sheet specimen, 

and also because of its symmetry, the principle or phenomenon based on figure 7.6 

has been used to obtain an equation for the magnetic induction [7.10].

Thus:

wb dB
v ? = ~ ^ ~ r  {7A)2 dt

Vy is the voltage measured between the needles, and w and b are the thicknesss of the 

sample and the distance between two opposite needles respectively.
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The output voltage across the other pair of needles placed in the y-axis is given by 

wb dBrV = -
2 dt

(7.2)

Capsule with the sensors

Hall Sensor 

4.00

1.50 ; 1X5.10

(b)

20.0

20 0

(a)

15.0

Needle probes

33.0 \y

6.30 mm 
’(Y-Probes)

(c)
7.30 mm 
(X-Probes)

Fig.7.7 Component parts of the sensor system 
(all dimensions are in mm)
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Figure 7.7 shows the component parts of the sensor unit. The arrangement of the 

spring loaded needles (two pairs) in the perspex, together with the 3-D integrated Hall 

effect sensor, are arranged as shown in figure 7.7(a)

The two pairs of needles were placed orthogonally, and the distances between each 

pair was measured using a traveling microscope which has a resolution of one 

hundredth of a millimeter. The distances between the X-probes and the Y-probes are

7.30 mm and 6.30 mm respectively.

X-Y-Z Hall Effect 
Sensor for the magnetic

field measurement Leads from the
Needle Probes

Attachment to the 
Precision position 

System —

Spring-loaded 
Needle Probe for 
the measurement 
of magnetic flux 
density

Capsule Containing 
the Hall Sensor and 
the pair of Needle 
Probes

t e .

Fig. 7.8: Perspex block housing the 3D-H-30 and the 2 sets of needle probes. 
(For clarity, only 1 pair of the needle probes is shown.)
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Figure 7.8 also shows the perspex structure which accommodates the probes and the 

extension attached to the platform of the X-Y-Z precision position system. The output 

voltages of the two sets of needle probes are proportional to components of the rate of 

change of flux density in their respective directions (equations 7.1 and 7.2). These are 

essential parameters for the determination of the localized power loss.

7.5 The LabView programme.

The LabView package was used for both data acquisition and processing, and also for 

motion control. These functions were performed simultaneously. The program for the 

whole system was built using LabView virtual instruments (Vis) [7.11]. Step by step, 

the component programs were developed into libraries (more complex forms). 

Initially, the data acquisition aspect of the programme was concentrated on. The X-Y- 

Z- precision position control system was manufactured by the Parker Hannifin 

Corporation. Although the version used, required the application of the LabView 

software package, the main software package for the system is called the Motion 

Toolbox. This package is a library of LabView virtual instruments (vi) for the 

Compumotor’s 6000 series of motion controllers. For that reason it allows LabView 

programmers to develop programs for motion control systems for a wide range of 

applications. Motion Toolbox also supports both the Compumotor AT6400 4-xis 

(Drives) and the 6200 3-axis Indexers. A good working knowledge of LabView and 

the Labview Tutorial manual, was necessary to use Motion Toolbox effectively

[7.12].

The most important components needed to get the precision position system working 

were the LabView package, the Motion Toolbox, NI DAQ (Data Acquisition) card, 

the AT64000 Compumotor Interface card and the Motion toolbox package.
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Figure 7.9 shows the “Control (front) panel” of the main programme. The whole 

programme is controlled from the control panel. The block diagram, which represents 

the labview programme for the entire system is also shown in figure 7.10. Figure 7.11 

shows another “control panel”. This is specifically used to preset X-Y-Z positioning 

system limits of travel or motion in all three directions before the automatic scanning 

process is commenced. The array diagram in figure 7.12 helps to set out the area of 

the specimen surface to perform a scan. By selecting a certain number of consecutive 

points on the X-axis and Y-axis, an area is automatically set out for the scan. Both 

figure 7.11 and figure 7.12 are linked to the main front panel whenever scanning is in 

progress, to control the automatic movements of the system.

All the system settings for a scan are made from the front or control panel,. In 

LabView, applications interact with the user through a graphical-based display 

featuring windows, menus, dialogue boxes and controls. The setting includes 

parameters such as, step resolution, sampling resolution, area of scan, number of 

iterations for averaging, etc. as shown on figure 7.9. Additionally, windows are 

available for monitoring the scanning process and progress, the nature of signals 

being obtained after every single scan.
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Fig. 7.9: Control (front) panel of the scanning system
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Fig. 7.10: Block diagram of the scanning system
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7.6 The scanning / Precision Positioning system.

The positioning stage comprises three stepper motors arranged in a 3 axis positioning 

stage (See Fig 7.2). The X-Y component of the sliding stage is used for raster 

scanning a sensor over a stationary sample and the Z component allows precise 

positioning of the sensor height with respect to the sample surface. The X- Y- Z axes 

each have a sliding range of 60 mm respectively and are able to traverse a 30 mm 

linear distance in a minimum of 1 second. However, throughout the investigation a 

scan speed of 10 mm/sec was used. This speed was enough to let, especially, the 

needles settle properly or stabilise on the specimen before readings were taken. Also, 

the sensor combination (Integrated Hall effect sensor and needle probes), held in the 

perspex structure were simultaneously raster scanned on a prescribed area on the 

surface of the specimen.

The stepper motors have a maximum step resolution of 100 pm. A scan made over 20 

mm x 20 mm area at a step resolution of 100 pm in both axes would result in 40,000 

data points. The number of data points and hence total scan time could be reduced by 

making the step size larger, however, at the expense of a poorer quality magnetic 

field images. Alternatively, the scan area may be reduced to keep the number of data 

points to a minimum and to reduce total scan time. Scan areas in this investigation 

never exceeded a 20 mm x 20 mm region for reasons of total scan speed and to 

guarantee uniformity of applied field within the scan area.

For simplicity of control, the raster scan method was chosen for the field scanning 

system. The raster scan operation requires that the sensor be first scanned forwards a 

set distance along the X axis. Upon completion of the X axis forwards motion, the 

direction is reversed and the sensor returned to its start position. The Y axis motion is 

incremented and the X axis scan motion proceeds again. This process is repeated until 

the Y axis has incremented a set distance.
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The speed of stage travel 10 mm/sec is considered acceptable for a laboratory based 

environment. For a 20 mm x 20 mm area, each X-axis forward motion takes another 

2 seconds to complete. The following X-axis reverse motion takes another 2 seconds. 

The increment of the Y-axis motion for a 100 pm step takes less than 0.5 seconds. 

Included in this time is the time taken for the host computer to communicate with the 

X- Y- Z stage as a result of communication handshaking. Therefore the total scan 

time for the sensor to traverse the whole 20 mm x 20 mm area (40,000 data points) is 

approximately 15 minutes. For 10mm x 10mm area ( 20,000 data points) the total 

scan time is approximately 4.5 minutes. An advantage of using the slower scan speed 

is that acceleration and deceleration steps are unnecessary to overcome initial inertia.

Additionally, operating the X- Y- Z table at a slower speed ensures more accurate and 

repeatable positioning as there is no whip lash caused by abrupt start / stopping 

motions. Also using 10 mm/sec scan speed operated well with the fixed range of 

sampling signal acquisition speeds that were available on the DAS card.

To enable parallel processing and a reduced work load on the host PC the X- Y- Z 

positioning stage includes a microprocessor based four axis indexer known as the 

compumotor AT6400 [7.13]. AT6400 inserts hardware registers for motor position, 

I/O, and system status. AT6400 is inserted into a single 16-bit Enhanced Industry 

Standard Architecture (EISA) expansion slot in the Host PC. The AT6400 provides 

multi-axis control of the positioner through the motion control language. A separate 

auxiliary board simplifies connection by interfacing the stepper motors to the 

AT6400.
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7.7 Signal circuit and conditioning

The Integrated 3-dimensional Hall effect sensor (3D-H-30) used is a small outline 

integrated circuit (SOIC) with 8 pins. Its basic application circuit diagram is shown in 

figure 7.13

Const, current source 3D Senso^D-H-SO) Differential ip li f ie r  circuit

IC1 SX1IC
IC2 SX2

SY1
SY2

Shield

The active section 
(0.25x0.25x 0.20 mm)

Fig.7.13:Typical 3D-H-30 sensor application with current source 
and amplifier.
Output X = SX1-SX2; Output Y = SY1 -  SY2 
Output Z = SX1 -  SY2 + SX2 -  SY1

It can be seen from figure 7.10 that the 3D-H-30 application is basically divided into 

three sections: (a) the supply section, (b) the detection or sensing section and (c) the 

output section.

The electronic circuit diagram developed and built for the signal detection and 

conditioning is shown in figure 7.14. The Analog Devices precision current source
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(REF-02), was used (figure 7.15). The data sheet is shown in appendix 3.

9 + 1 5 V

REF-02

TRIM
T  (Io u t  = 1mA + 5.0V/R)

Iq ut

Fig. 7.15 Current Source 
(Voltage compliance :-25Vto +8V

The sensor is in the middle section of figure 7.14. In the output section, five 

differential amplifiers, with commercial name AMP03, were arranged to produce the 

outputs of X, Y and Z axes. The detailed internal electrical circuit diagram of the 

AMP03, supplied by the manufacture, is shown in figure 7.16. (See Appendix 4 for 

the supplied data sheet).
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Fig 7.16: Instrumentation amplifier 
(Amp03)

Finally the outputs of the 3D-H-30 sensor (i.e., X, Y and Z) as well as those of the 

needles were channeled through the black box containing the electronic signal 

conditioning circuit which, for stability, was powered by a 12V battery source. Then 

the output of the black box was connected to the connector block (see Fig. 7.1) then 

to a multifunction Data Acquisition card (NI PCI -  6034E) in the personal computer 

for processing.
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7.8 Power loss representation

The total power loss in ferromagnetic sheet subjected to an alternating magnetic field 

is directly proportional to the area of the BH loop and can be calculated by means of 

a fieldmetric method from:

where: P -  total power loss, [W/kg]; p -  specific density of magnetised material, 
[kg/m3]; T - cycle of magnetisation, [s]; H -  psnk magnetising field, [A/m]; 
instantaneous value of flux density, [T]; t -  time, [s]

For two-dimensional magnetisation (different from alternating) the H and B vectors 

can be analysed into two components - for X and Y directions.

It should be stressed that equation (7.4) yields total power loss, which is correct even 

for non-circular magnetisation, e.g. elliptical or two-dimensional [7.14]. Similarly, 

the power loss in a lamination magnetized in one direction can be expressed as the 

product of the instantaneous values of surface magnetic field and the space average of 

the flux density. Therefore the equation (7.3) can be written as:

where: the subscripts x and y denote components of the vectors in directions X and Y, 

respectively. The density term (p) converts the loss to per unit mass rather than unit 

volume in equation (7.4) [7.15].

(7.3)

T

(7.4)
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Figure 7.17, is a schematic presentation of the magnetic field applied to a specimen of 

isotropic ferromagnetic material. The vector of flux density (Br) lags the magnetic 

field (Hr) by some angle, (f>.

Fig. 7.17. Representation of magnetisation and orthogonal components of 
magnetic field and flux density.

After a scan, the X, Y and Z data outputs of the 3D-H-30 are used by the program to 

compute the parameters Hx, HY and Hz respectively. The output of the needle probes

d B y  d B y
(two pairs) placed orthogonally, also yield the parameters — — and — -

d t  d t

respectively, as shown by equations (7.1) and (7.2). Applying equation (7.4) and at 

the frequency of 50 Hz, all the localised power loss is computed by the LabView 

program as in figure 7.10.
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7.9. Uncertainty of the measurement

One important issue in measurements of any kind is the estimation of uncertainty. 

Many assumptions often have to be made in order to be able to assess the uncertainty

[7.16]. However, the ability to make measurements to a known accuracy is vital so 

that products meet specification. It is also an essential element in the management of 

quality [7.17].

The estimation of the uncertainties of the measuring system has been carried out 

according to the recommendations given in [7.18]. Thus, the methodology and all the 

calculations were followed as to make it comparable to the uncertainties presented 

there. The uncertainties can be considered separately with regards to their random 

part and the systematic contribution, but both are combined and treated as if they are 

equivalent.

7.9.1 Random uncertainties

The random part of uncertainty, characterising the repeatability of the measurement is 

approximately given by the relative standard deviation, c r, which is calculated using 

n individual measurements, according to:

i \ U X‘~ X) (7.5)

where: x,- -  the measured value of the quantity,

x -  the mean value of all the measurements
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The random part of the uncertainty, \ir is given by:

(7.6)

where: X- the T-Student factor, r - the probability factor

For number of measurements n -  5 the T-Student factor is X = 1.4, and the 

probability factor t  = 2 (for Probability = 95%) [7.18], we obtain the random part of 

the uncertainty, /ir:

7.9.2. Systematic uncertainties

A rectangular probability distribution of an individual uncertainty contribution may 

be an utmost limit to the real distribution, whereas the combination of several 

contributions with rectangular characteristics leads to a Gaussian distribution of the 

total systematic error, which corresponds to practical experience [7.18]. The 

measurement of magnetic field, H, is achieved by means of two orthogonal sensors. 

Practically, it can be assumed that both sensors have the same inaccuracy of the 

measurement. Therefore, we can write that:

where: eh , Em , £Hy -  the uncertainty of the magnetic field measured with sensor in 

the direction X  and Y, respectively; ehi.2,3 -  the estimated maximum errors of the 

contributing component.

//r = 1.2522. a, (7.7)

~ £Hx ~ £Hy ~ V (^ l ) ^(^/n) + ( ^ 3) ••• (7.8)
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Assuming that the inaccuracy of both H sensors is practically the same, the 

uncertainty of magnetic field strength measurement becomes:

M h  ~  + € H r  ~  ^  ' £ h  (7*9)

where: Mh -  total uncertainty of the magnetic field strength measurement.

Similarly, for the contribution of flux density errors, we obtain:

=  e B\ ) 2 + ( £ ‘b 2 ) 2 + ( £ B3)2 + (7.10)

where: eB , eBx , £By -  the uncertainty of the flux density sensor measured with the 

needle probes in direction X  and Y, respectively; eB],2,3 - the estimated maximum 

errors of the contributing component.

Also:

2 n  2 2.V2 . _
Mb ~ ~ J $ V £ bx ~  ’£ b (7-11)

The total systematic uncertainty is then

Ms ~  JMh Mb
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7.9.3. Total uncertainty

The total uncertainty, utot, is then obtained by means of the following equation:

= 4 v 2r + n l  (7.13)

The components contributing to the uncertainty of the used H and B are presented in 

the Table 7.1

Table 7.1: Errors contributing to the systematic 
uncertainty_______________ _______________

ORIGIN
ERROR CONTRIBUTION

£(%)

For Sensors (H)

Calibration of H-sensor 3

Voltage measurement 0.01

For Needle Probes (B)

Thickness of the sample 1.0

Voltage measurement 0.01

Distance between Needles 0.07
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Substituting the values from the Table 7.1 into equations (7.7)-(7.11), respectively, 
we obtain: (is= 5.0 %

The values in table 7.1 have been estimated in the following way:

It has been suggested in [7.19] that the final random uncertainty should be averaged 

over all measurements and all samples on the condition that random uncertainties 

should follow a normal distribution. Therefore the random uncertainty averaged over 

all measured points is fir =1.04 %.

Thus, the total uncertainties calculated by means of equation (7.12) is 5.0 %.

a) Calibration of the sensors (H)-The //-sensors have been calibrated as described in 

section 7.9.3. The maximum error did not exceed 3 % of the errors contributing to the 

systematic uncertainty of the measurement (see figures 7.5 a, b and c; and for 

calibration results see Appendix C) thus this value was taken for the uncertainty 

calculations.

b) Voltage measurement -  the manufacturer of the data acquisition card guarantees 

that total error of voltage measurement is below 0.01 %.

c) Thickness of the sample -  the thickness has been measured with an aid of 

electronic micrometer with a precision of 0.0025 mm. The thinnest sample was 0.26 

mm thick, which gives an error of measurement 1.0 %.

d) Distance between the needles -  the minimum distance between the needles was

7.30 mm. Calculation of the error from these values yields 0.07 %.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.

8.1 Introduction

The sensing unit comprising of an integrated 3-dimensional M l effect sensor and 
four needles, as illustrated in figure 7.7(a), has been used to scan the field on the 
surface of a grain-oriented (g.o.) 3.25% silicon iron material The sample was 
magnetised at 50 Hz along its rolling direction, and all the scans were performed 
at room temperature.

The needles were arranged orthogonally with the 3-D integrated Hall effect sensor 
whose sensitivity was 0.35pV/A/m at their centre. As a unit they were raster 
scanned (simultaneously) on the top surface of the sample at the steps of 50 pm.

Certain regions on the sample were marked out for scanning. Some of these 
scanned regions were within a single grain, while others covered areas across 
grains.

Images of the parameters of magnetic field (H), magnetic flux density (B), and 
power loss (P) were finally developed from the data obtained from the scans.

The power loss at each measuring point was determined from the components of 
B and H with the help o f the computer program explained in section 7.8 based on 

the following equation:

(8.1)

which was introduced first as equation 7.4 in chapter 7.
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This equation represents the sum of eddy current and hysteresis losses due to 
magnetisation in any direction in the plane of the sample, and can conveniently be 
used for power loss measurements [8.2][8.3]. The following sections show the 

results and analysis of the findings of the local field and power loss distribution in 
the grain oriented 3.25% silicon iron sample used.

8.2. Grain-Oriented electrical steel sheet

The high-permeability grain-oriented 3.25% silicon iron sample used for this 
project was obtained from Cogent Power Limited (Newport). It had the length and 
width of 100 mm and 90 mm respectively (the rolling direction along the width), 

and a thickness of 0.26 ± 0.02 mm. The grains structure of the material was 
visible from both surfaces. The average grain diameter was about 15 mm.

The original coating cm the sample had been removed to enable the grains to be 

visible from both surfaces. It was then coated with a thin layer of lacquer, and 
because of the transparency of the lacquer, the grains could still be seen. In this 
case, the benefit of the original surface coating of the sample is removed. Perhaps, 
as a result, there might be small increases in loss, and also the stress sensitivity 

may not so good. However, this is not important for the demonstration of the 
system’s capability to detect localised power loss.
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Fig. 8.1: Grain-oriented electrical steel showing regions A, B, C, D and E which 
were scanned on the top surface.

Regions A and C in figure 8.1 are two grains within which scans were performed. 

B, D and E are regions where scans were performed across two or more grains.
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B JI

<c>

10m m

Pig. 8.2: Illustration o f the outlines o f the grains in the sample as 
captured by the scanner.

The image o f the grain outlines illustrated in figure 8.2, was mapped out with the 

aid o f a computer software.
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Fig.8.3 The general layout o f the static domain structure o f the sample 
(3.25% g.o. silicon iron material) as captured using a domain viewer.

To examine the grains more closely and to help ascertain the validity o f the 

images o f the grains produced by the scanner, a domain viewer was employed to 

capture the static domain structure o f the sample. The result is shown in figure

8.3.
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Fig. 8.4: The illustration o f the grain outlines (fig. 8.2) superimposed on the 
static domains (figure 8.3).

The image o f the grain outlines (figure 8.2.) was superimposed on the figure 

illustrating the static domain structure o f the material (figure 8.3). The result is as 

shown in figure 8.4. This was done to match out the grain patterns against the 

domain patterns.
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8.3 The sensor system

The “sensing area” of the Hall element is 0.25 mm x 0.25 mm and the orthogonal 
pairs of the needles were 7.3 mm and 6.3 mm apart as illustrated in figure 8.5. The 

sensors could only pick up average B and H data within the region under 
investigation. Also with the total surface area of the sensor compartment being 7.3 
mm by 6.3 ram, was small enough to scan within individual grains such as A and 
C which are about 30 mm wide.

6.3 mm

7.3 mm

0.^5 mm

Sensing element 
(Hall sensor 

-(0.25 mm x 0.25 mm)

0.25 mm 

—Needle(s)

Fig. 8.5: Position of needle probes relative to the 
Hall sensor

Figure 8.6 illustrates how the data for the magnetic quantities B and H are 
obtained when the sensor is scanned. The arrows indicate the x and y directions in 
which components of H and B are detected.

The loss (P), at any instant, is averaged over the region with an area of 7.3 mm by

6.3 mm. The accurate measurement of loss depends on the flux density and field 
being uniform over the region, 7.3 mm length and 6.3 mm wide. It also depends 
on the area or region the sensitive part of the Hall effect sensor covers at a time. 
Ideally, the two regions should be the same. However, from the illustration in 

figure 8.6(a), it is observed that, the magnetic field (He) detected by the Hall effect 
sensor in the x-direction is averaged over an area of 0.25 mm by 0.25mm,
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7.3 mm 0.25 mm

(a)

IE
Hall sensor

T
Needle(s)

(c)

B*

Needle 

Hall sensor
0.25 mm

6.3 mm

7.3 mm 0.25 mm]

6.3 mm
Fig. 8.6: Illustration of the components of detected B and H for averaged 

localised power loss.
(a) H and B in the x-direction only, (b) H and B in the y-direction 
only, and ( c) H and B in both directions. (The arrows indicate 
directions).
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whereas the flux density (Bx) is averaged over 7.3mm by 6.3mm. Similarly, 

figure 8.6b shows that, the magnetic field (Hy) in the y-direction, is averaged over 
an area of 0.25 mm by 0.25 mm, while flux density (By) is averaged over 6.3 mm 
by 7.3 mm. This is unavoidable, primarily because of the dimensions of the Hall 
effect sensor (the position of the sensitive element) and also the design of the 
needle holder.

Figure 8.6( c) briefly illustrates how the power loss is determined by the 

integration of the products o f the magnetic field (H) and flux density (B) 
components in x-axis and also in the y-axis.

8.4 Investigation into the images obtained.

As mentioned in chapter 7, the minimum steps in which the sensor unit was 
moved was 50 pm, and at each step peak values of magnetic field components Hz, 
He, and Hy were detected by the integrated Hall effect sensor, while flux density 
components; B* and By were obtained from the needles.

At the commencement o f the scanning process, the sensor unit moved from rest 

(zero point) and traveled from left to right (ie. in the x-direction which was also 
the rolling direction). It moved in steps prescribed ( either 50 pm, 100 pm or 200 
pm ). After traveling the whole length of a given path, the sensor unit moved 
straight back to the previous starting point. Then it advanced a step ( a prescribed 
step e.g. 50 pm) in the y-direction, and then traveled along another path parallel to 
the first or previous one for the same distance. This procedure continued until a 
given area was covered.
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Fig. 8.7: Typical output result o f the scanning system after a scanning process is completed, 
(a) the initial image produced (top left), (b) the colour map image showing the 

same results and (c) two signal profiles X1X2 and X3X4  obtained along paths 
xjx2 and X3 X4  respectively.

The results o f the scans are presented in the form of images (figure 8.7). All the 

parameters needed to determine the power loss in that region are presented in the 

form o f images. The different shades o f colour o f the images represent the 

magnitude o f the measured parameter at the various points within the considered 

region o f the sample. This is illustrated by the legend which is to the left of each 

image.

As can be observed from figure 8.8, six hundred and twenty five ( 625) pixels (i.e. 

25 x 25) fill the area o f the initial output image, This applies to all the “initial 

images” (e.g., image (a) in figure 8.7) shown in this work unless otherwise stated. 

The “initial image” is so called because it is the first image obtained from the 

system after a scanning process is completed. Each pixel in the initial image 

indicates a point o f contact between the sensor unit and the sample (i.e., the points
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signals were detected). With the help of the legend, the colour of a group of 
pixels gives an indication of the magnitude of the considered parameter at that 
area. Furthermore, the area of the image was divided into a number of squares. 
Knowing the number of pixels in each square also made it easier to determine the 
average value of the magnitude of group of pixels of the same colour in an area. 
The profiles of signals taken over any area in a considered region also helped to 
determine the magnitude of the parameter under consideration in that area. The 
colour map image does not show any pixels, however, its distinct colour shades 
help to distinguish between different magnitudes more easily.

(a) (b
Fig. 8.8. Reproduction of the region C on the 3.25% silicon iron sample.

(a) is a section of the sample including the region C (shaded), and
(b) is region C magnified 5 times.

To investigate into the images obtained, two scans were carried out under the 
same conditions within the region C identified in figure 8.8, (reproduced from 
figure 8.1). The dimensions of the scanned region is given in millimeters (i.e. 5.0 
mm x 5.0 mm) in the x-y plane.

The results of the two scan are presented from figure 8.9 to figure 8.13. The first 
scan is referred to as scan I, and the second, scan II. In each figure, the output of 
both scans (scan I and scan II are compared on the basis of one of the following
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parameters: peak values o f the magnetic field components Hz, Hx, and Hy; the 

flux density components; B* and By, and finally the power loss.
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Scan I: Signal Ai A2 was obtained along the path aia2 shown on both the initial 

image and the colour map, while A3A4  was obtained along path a3a». 
Scan II: Signal B1B2 was obtained along the path bit>2 shown on both the initial 

image and the colour map, while B3B4 was obtained along path b3b4
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In each figure, like figure 8.7, four different output results are put together, the 

initial output image of the parameter scanned is shown at the top left, the same 
output but presented as a colour map image is also presented at the top right, and 
two signal profiles at the bottom.

The two signal profiles were obtained from two chosen paths along which the 
sensor unit traveled during the scanning process. In figure 8.9, for instance, the 
two profiles are labeled as A1A2  and A3A4 in the first scan (scan I). A1A2 is the 
profile of the detected peak signal values of parameter Hz in the y-direction at 
2.00 mm from the left edge of every horizontal path traveled by the sensor unit 
during the scanning process, while A3A4 is the profile of the peak signal values of 
the parameter detected by the sensor unit at every step along the horizontal path 
(x-axis), at 1.80 mm above the origin.

The signal profiles are determined by the magnitude of the detected parameter at 
the steps used during the scanning process. In the two scans compared the system 
moved in steps of 200 pm. In other words, 200 pm (0.20 mm) is the distance 
moved from one pixel to another. The use of the profiles, apart from the legends, 
enables how to determine the magnitude of the parameter being considered at any 
desired point of the region.

The two chosen paths traveled by the sensor unit are indicated on all the colour 
map images (not labeled)

The items compared between the two scans are the field distribution and the 
localised power loss in each figure by observing the (a) the features on the initial 
image, taking the pixels into consideration, (b) the features shown on the colour 
map images, (c) the magnitudes of the considered parameter as indicated in the 
respective legends and (d) the signal profiles of the parameter obtained.

In figure 8.9, the initial output image of scan I (top left image) is compared with 
the one in scan n. The colour map image of scan I also corresponds to the one in 
scan n. Also the path aia2 of scan I corresponds to the path blb2 of scan n.
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Therefore the signal profile A1A2 obtained along path ala2 is compared with 
profile B1B2 obtained along bib2- Similarly, the profiles A3A*is compared with 
D 3 D 4 . Ideally, the compared features should look the same.

The parameter under consideration in figure 8.9 is the vertical component (H z ) of 

the stray magnetic field. Both positive and negative values can be observed in the 
legend. The upward vertical field detected by the integrated Hall sensor is 
considered positive, while the field into the sample (i.e., away from the sensor) is 
considered by the sensor as negative.

In figure 8.9 which compares the Ĥ  in both scans, there is not much similarities 
in the images (both the initial and the colour maps). The profiles are not similar 
with the exception of profiles A 3A 4 and B 3B 4 Their shapes are quite similar and 
their average detected field both within the region o f900 A/m.

In figure 8.10, images of the x component of the stray magnetic field in the two 
scans are compared. The chosen paths along which the signal profiles were 
obtained, though are the same as those in figure 8.9, are labeled clc2 and c3c4 for 
scan I and did2 and d3(iU for scan n. Their corresponding profiles are C1C2 and 
C 3C 4 and then D 1D 2 and D 3D 4 respectively.

The features of the initial images are not the same but quite similar especially 
when the colour maps are compared. The figures shown on the legends are also 
the same or vary slightly. The signal profiles of C 3C 4 (scan I) and D 3D 4 (scan II) 
look similar.

Figure 8.11 compares the out images of the y components of the stray magnetic 
field (H y ). Almost all the respective images look almost identical The signal 
profiles also look alike, and the average field was about 70. 0 A/m.
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Fig. 8.10: Image of the x component of the stray magnetic field (Hxpeak). 

Scan I: Signal C1C2 was obtained along the path C1C2 shown on both the initial 
image and the colour map, while C3C4 was obtained along path C3C4.

Scan II: Signal D1D2 was obtained along the path did2 shown on both the initial 
image and the colour map, while D 3 D 4  was obtained along path d3&t
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Fig. 8.11: Image of the y component of the stray magnetic field (Hy peak). 
Scan I: Signal EiE2 was obtained along the path eie2 shown on both the initial 

image and the colour map, while E 3E4 was obtained along path 6364. 
Scan II: Signal FiF2 was obtained along the path fif2 shown on both the initial 

image and the colour map, while F3F4 was obtained along path f3^
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Figure 8.12 compares the x components of the magnetic flux density (Bx) of the 
two scans. Generally, There is not much similarities in the features of both the

Colour map image

Rw(Y)Iel... i ■ P  "IniCoianW f i O  1

Colour map image
Cokinpq ~ i lmml jfffl J  [mm]

Fig. 8.12: Image of the x component of the magnetic flux density (He). 
Scan I: Signal G1G2 was obtained along the path gig2 shown on both the initial 

image and the colour map, while G3G4 was obtained along path g3g4 . 
Scan II: Signal HiH2 was obtained along the path h]h2 shown on both the initial 

image and the colour map, w^td^ITi was obtained along path h3h4
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initial and colour map images. The legends also show differences in the values
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Fig. 8.13: Image of the y component of the magnetic flux density (By)
Scan I: Signal J1J2 was obtained along the path jjj2 shown on both the initial 

image and the colour map, while J3J4 was obtained along path j3j4.
Scan II: Signal K1K2 was obtained along the path kik2 shown on both the initial 

image and the colour map, while K3K4  was obtained along path k̂ lc*
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obtained, e.g. the values of scan I ranging from 1.04 T to 1.50 T while that of 
scan II ranges from 0.99 T to 1.38 T. However, the respective values of the signal 
profiles are equal and the signals are themselves look quite similar. The average 
flux density in both scans were determined as 1.30 T for both scans.

The results obtained in figure 8.13 show a considerable difference in the values 
indicated by the legends. While the output of scan I ranges from 0.10 T to 0.80 T, 
That of scan II ranges from 0.07 T to 0.64 T.

- b -  V
CoiumPO J = f|g§g§|mm]

1.5 2.0 2.5 30  35  4.0 4.5 50  1™") 
_____

RwMS»J • PF jlr™]

0 0  0 5  1.0 1.5 2 0  2 5  2 0  3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0lmm]

Fig. 8.14: Image of the Power loss (P) from scan I
L1L2 was obtained along the path I1I2 shown on both the initial image and the colour 
map, while L3L4 was obtained along path I3 I4 .
Signal Li1L21 was obtained along the path liV  shown on both the initial image and the 
colour map, while iV lV  was obtained along path Ij1!*1
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Figure 8.14 shows the output images of the localised power loss of only scan I. 
The reason for this is that, two chosen sensor traveling paths indicated here as life 
and fefe and fe'fe1 and fife1! /. The corresponding signal profiles for scan I are L1L2 

and L3 L4  and L /lV  and L31L41.

tW*0)

ColunPO

a5 t.O t.5 2.0 2 5  20  25  4.0 4.5 5.0[mml
—  —     -

MU- SG FjW

These are compared with results of figure 8.15 where the traveled paths and their 
respective signals are as follows'-miim and imm* and then Mi1M2 1 and Ms'lvfe1.

Fig. 8.15: Image of the Power loss (P) from scan II
Mi M2 was obtained along the path mim2 shown on both the initial image and the 
colour map, while M 3 M 4  was obtained along path rmm*.
Signal Mi M2 1 was obtained along the path mi1m21 shown on both the initial 
image and the colour map, while Ms1̂ 1 was obtained along path m3 1m41
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Striking similarities are observed as the images of the two figures are compared. 
The initial output images are very close in appearance. The output figures 
indicated by the respective legends are almost the same. The signal profiles are 
almost similar.

8.5 Investigation of region E (across grain boundaries).

Region E in figure 8.1, the region in which this scan was performed, covers parts 
of three separate grains. So during the scanning process, the sensor unit moved 
across grain boundaries as illustrated with white lines in the initial output image in 
figure 9.1

dimensions given in [mm] w

-40000

Fig. 9.1 :Output images: Initial output image (left) and colour map image (right) illustrating the distribution 
of the vertical component of the stray magnetic field (Hz peak) of region E (scanned across grains).

The images shown from figure 9.1 to figure 9.6 were obtained from the scan over 
the region E (5.0 mm by 8.0 mm). In any of the figures (from figure 9.1 to 9.6), 
the initial output image is placed to the left while the colour map image is on the 
right. Using the pixels as mentioned in section 8.4, and putting the two images 
together, certain values were obtained.
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Figure 9.1 illustrates the image of the stray vertical component of the magnetic 
field (Hz) obtained from the scan. With the help of the legend provided, the 
highest magnitude of the magnetic field (about 300 A/m) measured within the 
region of is in the upper section. It can be observed from figure 8.1 that, this 
section is within one grain. It can also be observed that, in average, the weakest 
stray magnetic field is about 20 A/m.

The colour map also indicate similar results. The images appear to confirm the 
presence of the boundaries. A close observation of the colour map reveals the 
field (Hz) in the area labeled (A) are in the upward direction, towards the Hall 
effect sensor, while those in the areas marked (B) are in the downward direction, 
moving into the sample, and the two fields are almost of the same magnitude.

The image in figure 9.2 illustrates the x component of the magnetic field (He). 
Both images seem to indicate that the highest magnitude of the field emanates

Fig. 9.2: :Output images: Initial output image (left) and colour map image (right) illustrating the distribution 
of the x component of the stray magnetic field (He peak) of region E. (scanned across grains).

from the area where all the three boundaries meet.
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Figures 9.3 shows the images of the y component of the magnetic field (fly). 

These images also show a higher magnitude of the field of about 450 A/m in the 
upper section of the image and lower values (about 82 A/m) at the lower section. 
The suspected position of the grain boundary is still observed. This is the section 
labeled XX.

15800

-48000

Fig. 9.3: Output images: Initial output image (left) and colour map image (right) illustrating the
distribution of the y component of the stray magnetic field (Hy peak) of region E. (scanned across 
grains).

Figures 9.4 shows the output images of the x component of the flux density. The 
colour of the pixels and that of the colour map show the region divided into two 
horizontally around the middle area of the region. The image shares similar 
features like the other images, where the higher magnitudes of the parameter are 
at the upper section and the lower magnitudes at the bottom.

In figure 9.5 which illustrates the y component of flux density (By), the colour 
map image is not clear, however, it can be observed that the region is divided into
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two just like the other images, and it can be noticed from the legend that the 
lower section has the lower field of the average of about 20 A/m.

Intensity Graph - dimensions given in [mm] _____ _____

8 . 0 0 ' H M M M n H M B H M B i  f t

|

Fig. 9.5: Output images: Initial output image (left) and colour map image (right) illustrating the 
y component of the magnetic flux density (By) of region E. (scanned across grains).

f t l  Intensify Graph • dimensions given in [mm]
. 1  *  O ™

Fig. 9.4: Output images: Initial output image (left) and colour map image (right) illustrating the 
X component of the magnetic flux density (Bx) of region E. (scanned across grains).
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The power loss images, especially the colour map in figure 9.6, show the loss 
which is non uniform in the region, however, it is more concentrated in the bottom 
part of the image with the highest loss of about 2.70 W/kg at the area marked X.

—  .

Fig. 9.6: Output images: Initial output image (left) and colour map image (right) illustrating the
Localised power loss in of region E. (scanned across grains).

It can be observed from the colour map image that bout 50% of the region has a 
loss of over 2.50 W/kg. That is much more than one would expect for a 3.25% 

silicon iron material.

8.6 Variation of power loss within individual regions and the use of a “Soken 
tester”.

Figure 10 shows an image (colour map) of the power loss in region D of figure 
8.1, which is across grains. The colour map makes it possible to locate the
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0.09-0.17W/1

0.43 -  0.61W/1

Fig. 10: Power loss colour map (image) of region D (Fig.8.1)

(~ 0.84W/kg)

0.75W/kg) \\J  • O,

Fig. 11: Power loss colour map (image) of region B. (Fig. 8.1)
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average power loss in different regions within that particular scanned area. Similar 
regions have been identified in figure 11 too, which is a region labeled B in figure 
8 . 1.

Even though the range of the values of the power loss given in figure 9.6 is more 
than expected (i.e., about 0.9 W/kg instead of 2.79W/kg given), the over all 
images appear to project a good view of what is expected.

Table 8.1: Results of a soken tester measurements on specified regions

Region
Iron loss (W/kg)

B = 1.0 T B = 1.5 T

A 0.80 1.32

B 0.60 1.30

C 0.85 1.80

D 0.70 1.30

E 0.80 1.30

A soken (iron loss) tester, type DAC-TR-1 was used to measure the iron loss in 
the regions across A, B, C, D and E (figure 8.1) at flux densities (B) of 1.0T and 

1.5T. The results, shown in Table 8.1, are quite close.

8.7 Variation of alternating power loss with induction in 3.25% grain 

oriented silicon iron.

Based upon the fiekimetric method as expressed equation 7.3 in section 7.8 and 
also the graphical illustration in section 8.3, the scanned data was used to plot 
graphs showing the relationship between the flux density and the total power loss, 
and also the losses in the x and y directions for regions A, B, and D (figure 8.1).
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The individual regions were magnetised from about 0.8 T to about 1.7 T (the 
highest).

POWER LOSS (REGION A)
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Fig. 12: Variation of power loss with flux density (T) in region A (within a
grain) P(tot) is the total power loss, P(x): x component of the power loss 
and P(y): the y component of power loss.

In all the cases, at certain points, the magnitude of the flux density would not 

increase any more irrespective of what level the current was raised to.

It was observed from the graphs obtained that the levels of the y -  components of 
the power loss were minimal compared to the x -  compnents, and the total 
localised power loss, P(t) was the sum of P(x) and P(y).
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Figure 12 shows the localised power loss of region A within a grain. Figure 14, 

however, shows the localised losses in the region D at grain boundaries. It can be 
observed from figure 8.1 that region D, which has the highest localised power loss 
as shown from the graph, also has the highes concentration of grain boundaries 
[ 8 .7 ] .
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Fig. 13: Variation of power loss with flux density (T) in region B (across grains): 
P(t) is the total power loss, P(x): x component of the power loss and 
P(y): the y component of power loss.

It can be observed also that the higher the magnitude of P(y), the greater the 
difference between the P(x) and P(t).

6.000E-01

POWER LOSS (REGION B)
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POWBR LOSS (REGION D)
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Fig. 14: Variation of power loss with flux density (T) in region D (across
grains):P(tot) is the total power loss, P(x): x component of the power loss 
and P(y): the y component of power loss.

The nature of the graphs obtained indicate that the system measures alternating 
losses instead of rotational losses. Also all the three graphs show the evidence of 
the power loss in the y — direction. In every magnetic measurements of power loss 
in ferromagnetic sheets subjected to alternating magnetic field, the manufacturer 
measures P(x) as the total power loss, which is represented by equation 7.3. 
However, P(y), though may be small in magnitude it still contributes to the 

heating effect.
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8.8 Conclusion.

For the system developed for the investigation or determination of the localised 
power loss over any predetermined area of a high permeability 3.25% electrical 
steel the following conclusion can be made:

1). The needle probes / 3-D integrated Hall effect sensor based system produces 
three dimensional maps representing the localized power loss which is determined 
from the flux density in, and the distribution of the stray vertical field at the 
surface of the electrical steel sample under investigation.

2). The clarity of the images was dependent on a number of factors, including the 
height from the 3- D integrated Hall sensor to the sample surface, the geometrical 
arrangement of the sensor and the needle probes, the distance between the two 
pairs o f the needle probes, the spatial resolution of the system: all with respect to 
the rolling direction of the sample.

3). The overall mapped results showed a good correlation with predictions made 
from observed static domains. The correlation not only showed that loss varies 
from grain to grain, but it is non-uniform in the individual grains.

4). In the magnetic measurements of power loss in ferromagnetic sheets subjected 
to alternating magnetic field, the component, P(y), should be considered since it 
contributes to the heating effect.

5). The system has good industrial potential and could be employed on the steel 
production line, especially where contour and colour images of power loss and 
other parameters of steel could be monitored on line. This will enable the 
detection of any deficiency arising during the manufacturing process.

6). With the advent of smaller and more sensitive sensors, the system has room for 
future improvement for more accurate loss measurements.
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CHAPTER NINE

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

For the system developed for the investigation or determination of the localised 

power loss over any predetermined area o f a high permeability 3.25% electrical steel 

the following conclusion can be made:

(1). The magnitude o f the surface field varies a great deal and does not appear to be 

directly related to individual grains. The very high field region extends over a region 

with grains o f different size and orientation.

(2). If surface field measurements are used to predict local fosses or domain structures 

then care is needed in the interpretations o f the results obtained from one side of a 

sheet only because small changes in tangential field will also occur on either side. 

Normally it is assumed that any specific bar domain will be identical at either surface 

but this is expected not to be the case in practice because of the grain boundary 

profiles. Future studies are necessary to quantify the effect o f this phenomenon in the 

interpretation o f surface or bulk properties o f electrical steels using surface field 

sensors.

(3). The combination of needle probes and 3-D Integrated Hall Effect Sensor based 

field scanning system produces three dimensional maps or plots representing the 

localised power loss which is determined from the flux density in, and the distribution 

of the stray vertical field at the surface of the electrical steel sample under 

investigation.

(4). The clarity o f the images was dependent on a number of factors, including the

height from the 3- D Integrated Hall Sensor to the sample surface, the geometrical

arrangement o f the sensor and the needle probes, the distance between the two pairs
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of the needle probes, the special resolution of the system: all with respect to the 

rolling direction o f the sample. The narrower the distance between the needles the 

better, to enable scan within a single grain. However, the geometrical dimensions of 

the “integrated probe system” depended on the dimensions of the hall sensor.

(5). In the magnetic measurements o f power loss in ferromagnetic sheets subjected to 

alternating magnetic field, the power loss component, P(y), should be considered 

since it contributes to the heating effect.

(6). The overall Mapped results showed a good correlation with predictions made 

from observed static domains. The correlation not only showed that loss varies from 

grain to grain, but it is non-uniform in the individual grains.

(7). The system has good industrial potential and could be employed on the steel 

production line, especially where contour and colour images of power loss and other 

parameters o f steel could be monitored on line. This will enable the detection of any 

deficiency which arises during the manufacturing process.

(8). With the advent o f a smaller and more sensitive sensors, the system has room for 

future improvement. It could be improved for more accurate loss measurement if the 

real magnitude o f the over the sample surface and the fix in the material is detected, 

thus all errors reduced to the barest minimum.

Future work

The advancement in technology has made it possible for 3-dimensional sensors which 

have smaller dimensions to be available in the market. More handy precision 

positions systems are also easily obtainable. A more accurate system can therefore be 

built more easily for further future work on the determination of power loss in grain 

oriented materials with smaller grains.
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SENTRON Hall elements are sensitive to magnetic field components parallel to the chip surface
and not as conventional Hall magnetic sensors perpendicular to the device surface. This allows to 
manufacture unique Hall elements with unmatched performances:

The CYH22 single-axis Hall element demonstrates world-record sensitivity by taking advantage from 
magnetic flux concentrators directly integrated on the chip. The element is particularly useful for 
applications where fields are weak or where the distance between a magnet and the sensor is high.

The 2D-VH-11 measures two magnetic field components simultaneously and in the same spot with an 
angular error of less than 0.1 °. The sensitivity of the two axes matches to about 99.9% without 
adjustment. This element is particularly useful for high accuracy non-contact angular position/speed 
sensing over a wide temperature range.

The 3D-H-30 is our worldwide patented, true 3-axis single-chip Hall element.

Moreover, all of the above mentioned SENTRON Hall elements feature:

•  a very high long term stability (the magnetic sensitivity does not vary more than 0.01 % over a year 
if the element is mounted on a ceramic substrate)

•  high sensitivity at low bias current. A biasing current of 1 mA per axis is sufficient to obtain a 
sensitivity between 100 and 400 mV/T with the 2D-VH-11 and the 3D-H-30 and up to 2500mV/T 
with the CYH22.

Hall Element Features Applications

Hiah-sensitivitv: CYH22

•  sensitive parallel to the 
chip surface

•  integrated flux 
concentrators

•  very high sensitivity
•  low noise

•  long distance signal 
detection

•  current measurement
• translation displacement
•  rotary displacement

Two-axis single-chip: 
2D-VH-10 and 2D-VH-11

•  Measures the 2-axis of a 
magnetic field at the same 
spot.

•  Max.error from -10..60X 
< 1° angle

•  High Magnetic Field 
Sensitivity

•  Low control current
•  Available in 8 Pin-SOIC 

and in chip form

• Mapping of a magnetic field
• 2-D position sensing
•  Contactless potentiometer
• Angular position sensor for 

micromotors
•  Miniaturise contactless 

encoder
see demo: anaular 
position sensor

http://www.sentron.ch/Froducts/hlalllilements.html 30/U4/20U2

http://www.sentron.ch/Froducts/hlalllilements.html
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Three-axis single-chip: 
3P-H-30 (0.3mm active 
zone) 
3D-H-10 (0.1mm active 
zone)

•  Measures the 3-axis of a 
magnetic field at the same 
spot.

•  High Magnetic Field 
Sensitivity

•  Low control current
•  Available in 8 Pin-SOIC 

and in chip form

• Mapping of a magnetic field
• 3-D position sensing
•  Contactless potentiometer
•  Angular position sensor for 

micromotors
•  Joystick

http://www.sentron.ch/Froducts/Halllilements.html 3U/04/2UU2

http://www.sentron.ch/Froducts/Halllilements.html
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Integrated 3-Axis Hall Element
Features

• M easures the 3-axis of a  m agnetic field at 
the sa m e  spot.

• High M agnetic Field Sensitivity
• Low control current
• Available in 8 Pin-SOIC and in chip form

3D-H-30

Application

•  Mapping of a magnetic field
• 3-D position sensing
• Contactless potentiometer
• Angular position sensor for micromotors
• Joy-stick

Absolute Maximum Ratings

Item Symbol Condition Limit Unit
Max. Input Current Ic T = 300  K 5 mA
Max. Input Voltage Vc T = 300  K 15 V
Shield voltage Vs With respect to any other 

terminal
0 to -10 V

Operating Temp. R ange Topr. at the nominal current -40 to 110 °C
Storage Temp. R ange Tstg. -40 to 125 °C

Typical Electrical Characteristics

Item Symbol Conditions min. max. Typ. Unit
Shield leakage current lleak Vs = -10 V 1 nA
Nominal control current Ic S e e  Ic in Fig.3 3 mA

Input resistance Rin B = OmT, Ic = 3mA 1,8 kn
Output resistance Rout B = OmT, Ic = 3mA 10 kQ

Output voltage S x1-S x2  
S y l-S y 2

Vhx
Vhy

Const. Current Drive 
B = 1T, Ic = 3mA

275 mV

Offset voltage Voff B = OmT, Ic = 3mA -3 +3 0 mV
Field equivalent output 
noise (peakpeak) X, Y

z l

B noise

B noise

Within 10 min 
Ic = 3mA

±10

±30

tiT

HT

Sensitivity X ,  Y Sx, S y Ic = 3mA 250 300 275 mV/T
Sensitivity Z S z Ic = 3mA 100 mV/T

Temp. coef. of sensitivity o S B = 10mT, Ic = 3mA 0.1 %/°C
Temp. coef. of Vin aVin B = OmT, Ic = 3mA 1 %/°C
Temp. coef. of Voff aVoff B = OmT, Ic = 3mA 1 %/° C
Longterm instability of 
sensitivity

100 ppm / year

Magnetic sensitive volum e 0.25x0.25x0.2 mm3
Bandwidth Bw -3 d B 30 kHz

Note: The shield S  m ust not be biased positively with respect to any other term inal! One way to ensure this 
is to connect S  to the neg. input term inal 12 ( s e e  Fig.3)

Sensor/ 3DH30 Page 1 of 1 03.07.00

'

http://www.sentron.ch
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Pin Configuration

Dice Information:
D ie S iz e 1.40 x 1.40 mm
D ie T h ick n ess 0 ,38  or 0 ,5 mm
Pad S iz e 0 .1 5 x 0 .1 5 mm

V t i  C I S k  t
a  X. X

c ^ i

8

1
□  □
2 3

Cc Fig.1: Die top view

Pin Configuration:

Pad Function
1 IC1
2 SX1
3 S hield  S
4 SY1
5 IC2
6 SX 2
7 12
8 SY 2

Bx

Magnetic Field Vectors

□  □

□  □

~ Q — D— 0 — l r
Fig.2: SOIC-8 top view

Interface Circuit: Out X = SX1- SX2; Out Y = SY1- SY2; 
Out Z = SX1- SY2 + SX2 - SY1

IC1 SX1

SX2IC2

SY1

SY2Shield

Fig.3: Typical application with cu rren t so u rce  an d  amplifier

X

Page 2 of 2 03.07.00
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Integrated 3-Axis Hall Generator 3D-H-10

Features

•  M easures the 3-axis of a m agnetic field at 
the sam e  spot.

• High Magnetic Field Sensitivity
• Low control current
• Available in 8 Pin-SOIC and in chip form

Application

• Mapping of a magnetic field
• 3-D positionsensing
• Contactless potentiometer
•  Angular position sensor for micromotors
•  Joy-stick

Absolute Maximum Ratings

i Item S ym b ol C ondition Limit Unit
| Max Input Current Ic T = 300 K 1 mA
I Max. Input Voltage Vc T = 300 K 15 V
| Shield voltage
\f

Vs With respect to any other 
terminal

0 to -10 V

; Operating Temp. R ange Topr. at the nominal current -40 to 110 °C
\ Storage Temp. Ftange Tstg. -40 to 125 °C

Typical Electrical Characteristics

Item S ym b ol C onditions min. max. j Typ. Unit
| Shield leakage current lleak Vs = -10 V 1 j nA
! Nominal control current Ic S e e  Ic in Fig.3 0.5 mA
!I
j Input resistance Rin B = OmT, Ic = 0.5 mA i i i i 12 kQ
i Output resistance Rout B = OmT, Ic = 0.5 mA l I 

! ! 30 r*

1 i ■''. ; ̂  >U- i ̂  ̂ ..v/.1 ̂  ^
Output voltage Sx1-Sx2  

Sy1-Sy2
Vhx
Vhy

Const. Current Drive 
B = 1T, Ic = 0.5mA

220
i

mV

Offset voltage Voff B = OmT, Ic = 0.5mA -3 +3 ! 0 mV
Field equivalent output 
noise (p e o fc -p e a k )  X, Y Bnoise Within 10 min 

Ic = 0.5mA
±30 I pT

z B noise ±40 i HT
Sensitivity X , Y Sx, Sy @ 0.5mA 200 240 i 220 mV/T

^Sensitivity Z S z @ 0.5mA 160 mV/T
j

Temp. coef. of sensitivity ocS B = 10mT, Ic = 0.5mA 0.1 %/°C
Temp. coef. of Vin aVin B = OmT, Ic = 0.5mA 1 %/°C
Temp. coef. of Voff aVoff B = OmT, Ic = 0.5mA I 1j %/°C
Longterm instability of 
sensitivity

i1
i

100 j ppm/
year

Magnetic sensitive volume i | I _____________________ 01x0.1x0.1 mm3
Bandwidth Bw -3 d B ! I 10 I kHz

Note: The shield S m ust not be biased positively with respect to any other term inal! One way to ensure this 
is to connect S  to the neg. input terminal 12 ( se e  Fig.3)
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Pin Configuration

Dice Information:
D ie S iz e 1 .4 0 x 1 .4 0 mm
D ie T h ic k n e ss 0,38 or 0,5 mm
P ad  S iz e 0 .1 5 x 0 .1 5 mm

□  □
8

1
□  □

2 3

Fig.1: Die top view

Pin Configuration:

Pad Function
1 IC1
2 SX1
3 S h ield
4 SY1
5 IC2
6 S X 2
7 12
8 S Y 2

Interface Circuit:

Bz

Bx r By

Magnetic Field Vectors

— D— 0 — D - i

* , 4  -  9
Out X = SX1- SX2; Out Y = SY1- SY2; 
Out Z = SX1- SY2 + SX2 - SY1

V* - t  + -> - ^

□  □

□  □

D — D— D - ( r
1 2  3 4

Fig.2: SOIC-8 top view

SX1IC1

SX2IC2

SYI

Shield SY2

Fig.3: Typical application with curren t source and amplifier
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APPENDIX B

CALIBRATION

OF

INTEGRATED 3-D HALL EFFECT SENSOR



READINGS FOR -DIRECTION OF 3D SENSOR (17/9/03)

Current (A) LabView number Magnetising Field (He) LabVIEW field
0.205 6.731 E-03 180.391 1.829E+02
0.25 8.066E-03 219.989 2.195E+02

0.276 8.904E-03 242.868 2.425E+02
0.301 9.740E-03 264.866 2.655E+02
0.508 1.626E-02 447.017 4.446E+02
0.753 2.410E-02 662.606 6.597E+02
1.004 3.225E-02 883.475 8.835E+02
1.252 4.02E-02 1101.704 1.101E+03
1.507 4.84E-02 1326.092 1.326E+03
1.711 5.50E-02 1505.603 1.508E+03
2.002 6.43E-02 1761.670 1.764E+03
2.251 7.22E-02 1980.779 1.982E+03
2.774 8.91 E-02 2440.995 2.445E+03
3.002 9.62E-02 2641.625 2.639E+03
3.253 1.04E-01 2862.494 2.861 E+03

3.5 1.12E-01 3079.843 3.081 E+03
3.295 1.06E-01 2899.452 2.897E+03

For X-axis, x=(y-B)/A = 5.14026E-05

SENSOR SENSITIVITY (X-AXIS)
1.200E-01

y = 3.641927E-05X + 7.066889E-05 
R2 = 9.999963E-011.000E-01

8.000E-02
S
mo>
IB 6.000E-02
o
>

4.000E-02
Solenoid 
Linear (Solenoid)

2 000E-02

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500
magnetic field (H)



For Y-axis, x=(y-B)/A = 4.96531 E-05

current Labview Magnetising Field (He) LabVIEW field
0.249 7.89E-03 219.109 2.212E+02
0.501 1 56E-02 440.858 4.414E+02
0.726 2.25E-02 638.847 6.374E+02
1.002 3.11E-02 881.715 8.814E+02
1.246 3.87E-02 1098.184 1.098E+03
1.512 4.68E-02 1330.492 1.327E+03
1.716 5.33E-02 1510.003 1.511 E+03
2.006 6.23E-02 1765.190 1.767E+03
2.501 7.75E-02 2200.768 2.201 E+03
2.756 8.52E-02 2425.156 2.418E+03
3.013 9.36E-02 2651.305 2.659E+03
3.282 1.02E-01 2888.013 2.889E+03
3.495 1.08E-01 3075.443 3.072E+03

SENSOR SENSITIVITY (Y-AXIS)
1.20E-01 

1.00E-01 

>  8.00E-02 

|> 6.00E-02 

5  4.00E-02 

2.00E-02 

0.00E+00
0

y = 3.5173E-05x + 1.0722E-04 ......
R2 = 9.9999E-01 __

* *  Seriesl
----- Linear (Seriesl;

1000 2000 
Magnetic field (H)

3000



Vo
lta

ge
 

(V
)

For Z-axis, x=(y-B)/A = 1.13E-05 

current labview field LabVIEW field
0.505 3.74E-03 444.377 4.394E+02
0.752 5.66E-03 661.726 6.842E+02
1.008 7.24E-03 886.995 8.855E+02
1.51 1.07E-02 1328.732 1.327E+03
2.02 1.41E-Q2 1777.509 1.758E+03
2.49 1.73E-02 2191.088 2.166E+03
3.03 2.15E-02 2666.264 2.696E+03

SENSOR SENSITIVITY (Z-AXIS)
2.50E-02 

2.00E-02 

1.50E-02 

1.00E-02 

5.00E-03 

0.00E+00
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000

Magnetic field (H)

y = 7.8494E-06X + 2.8560E-04 
R2 = 9.9940E-01

Seriesl
Linear (Seriesl)



READINGS FOR X-DIRECTION OF 3D SENSOR (17/9/03)

Current (A) Av. Max. Value (H) Standard Deviation (H)
0.249 7.89E-03
0.501 1.56E-02
0.726 2.25E-02
1.002 3.11E-02
1.248 3.87E-02
1.512 4.68E-02
1.716 5.33E-02
2.006 6.23E-02
2.501 7.75E-02
2.756 8.52E-02
3.013 9.36E-02
3.262 1.02E-01
3.495 1.08E-01

X-Dimertsion of 3-D Sensor
1.20E-01

y = 0.031x + 0.0001
1.00E-01

8.00E-02

>  6.00E-02
Av. Max Value (H)

"4.Q0E-02
Linear (Av. Max. 
Value (H))2.00E-02

0 00E+00

Current (A)



Av
. 

M
ax

. 
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READINGS FOR Y-DIRECTION OF 3D SENSOR (17/9/03)

Current (A) Av. Max. Value (H) Standard Deviation (H)
0.205 6.731 E-03
0.25 8.066E-03

0.276 8.904E-03
0.301 9.740E-03
0.508 1.626E-Q2
0.753 2.410E-02
1.004 3.225E-02
1.252 4.02E-02
1.507 4.84E-02
1.711 5.50E-02
2.002 6.43E-02
2.251 7.22E-02
2.774 8.91 E-02
3.002 9.62E-02
3.253 1.04E-01

3.5 1.12E-01
3.295 1.06E-01

0.024494897

3.2037E-02 31.21417948

gradient constant current error
3.21 E-02 31.19443491 1.048449 0.769231

Chart Title

1.200E-01
y = 3.2057E-02x + 6.2875E-05

1.000E-01

8.000E-02

6.000E-02

Av. Max. Value (H)4.000E-02

Linear (Av. Max. Value 
<H)>2.000E-02

O.OOOE+OO
3 3.5 42.521.50.5 1

Current (A)



EXPERIMENTAL READINGS -17/9/2003 
(1000 Iterations)
1(A) Av. Max. Value Standard Deviation

0.505 3.74E-03 1.20E-03
0.752 5.66E-03 8.61 E-04
1.008 7.24E-03 6.76E-04
1.51 1.07E-Q2 7.73E-04
2.02 1.41 E-02 6.25E-04
2.49 1.73E-02 5.75E-04
3.03 2.15E-02 1.57E-Q2

gradient constant current error
6.91E-03 144.778666 3.851315206 0.819371728

MEASUREMENTS IN THE Z-AXIS

2.50E-02
y = 6.907095E-03X + 2.856028E-04

2.00E-02 -

§1 50E-02

Av. Max. Value
1.00E-02

Linear (Av. Max. 
Value)

5.00E-03

0.00E+00 A
3.52.50.5

IA (H-Known)



APPENDIX C 

ERROR / UNCERTAINTY

DETERMINATION



W/kg W/kg W/kg W/kg W/kg st. dev stdev %
1 0.35 0.35 0.34 0.36 0.365 0.009746794 0.974679434

1.5 0.74 0.75 0.745 0.743 0.743 0.003701351 0.37013511
1.7 1 0.99 1 1.01 0.98 0.011401754 1.140175425

0.82832999 
total random 1.037234813

Uh 4.90%
Ub 1.7

Total Us 5.18

total Error 5.28

 —

Powerloss vrs Max. Flux density

1

Bm (T)



APPENDIX D

DATA SHEET 

OF

CONSTANT CURRENT SUPPLY 
(REF-02)



A N A LO G  +5V Precision Voltage
D E V IC E S Reference/Temperature Transducer

REF-02
FEATURES

5 Volt Output ...................................................  ±0.3% Max
Temperature Voltage O u tp u t..............................2.1mV/°C
Adjustment Range  ...............................   ±3% Min
Excellent Temperature S tab ility  8.5ppm/° C Max
Low N oise .....................................................  15/iVp.pMax
Low Supply C urrent.......................................... 1.4mA Max
Wide Input Voltage Range ................................. 7V to 40V
High Load-Driving Capability ...................................20mA
No External Components 
Short-Circuit Proof 
MIL-STD-883 Screening Available 
Available in Die Form

ORDERING INFORMATION f

Ta = 25’C 
Vo s MAX 

<mV)

PACKAGE OPERATING
TEMPERATURE

RANGETO-99
CERDIP

8-PIN
PLASTIC

8-PIN
LCC

20-CONTACT

*15 REF02AJ* REF02AZ* - - MIL
*15 REF02EJ REF02EZ - - COM
*25 REF02J* REF02Z* - REF02RC/883 MIL
*25 REF02HJ REF02HZ REF02HP - COM
*50 REF02CJ REF02CZ - _ COM
*50 - - REF02CP _ XIND
*50 - - REFOeCStt _ XINO

*100 REF02OJ REF02DZ REF02DP - COM

For devices processed in total compliance to MIL-STD-883, add /8B3 after part 
number. Consult factory for 883 data sheet.
Burn-in is available on commercial and industrial temperature range parts in 
CerDIP, plastic DIP, and TO-can packages.
For availability and burn-in information on SO and PLCC packages, contact 
your local sales office.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
T he REF-02 precision  voltage reference  provides a s tab le  
+5V o u tpu t w hich can  b e  ad ju sted  over a  ±6%  ran g e  with 
minimal effect on tem perature stability. S ingle-supply operation  
over a n  input voltage ran g e  of 7V to 40V, low c u rren t drain  of 
1 m A, an d  excellen t tem p era tu re  stability a re  achieved with an  
im proved b an d g ap  design . Low cost, low noise, an d  low 
pow er m ake th e  REF-02 an  excellen t ch o ice  w henever a 
s ta b le  vo ltage re fe ren ce  is required. A pplications include 
D/A an d  A/D converters, po rtab le  in strum en ta tion , and  
digital voltm eters. T he versatility of th e  REF-02 is en h an ced  
by its u se  a s  a  m dholith ic  tem p era tu re  tran sd u ce r. For +  10V 
references, se e  th e  REF-01 and  REF-10 d a ta  sh ee ts .

PIN CONNECTIONS

THTHiMBPs

TEMP

REF-02RC/883 
LCC (RC-Suffix)

SIMPLIFIED SCHEMATIC

N.C. E

V|N E
TEMP [T  
GND (T

H n .c . 

2 U  n .c .

~6~1 VOUT
T J trim

n .c. 1

TEMP 3

4
GROUND

TO-99 (J-Suffix)

B-PIN HERMETIC DIP 
(Z-Suffix) 

EPOXY MINI-DIP 
(P-Suffix)
8-PIN SO 
(S-Suffix)

—IF

REV. B
Information furnished by Analog Devices is believed to be accurate and 
reliable. However, no responsibility is assum ed by Analog Devices for its 
use, nor for any infringements of patents or other rights of third parties 
which may result from its use. No license is granted by implication or 
otherwise under any patent or patent rights of Analog Devices.

One Technology Way, P.O. Box 9106, Norwood, MA 02062-9106, U.S.A. 
Tel: 617/329-4700 Fax: 617/326-8703 Twx: 710/394-6577 
Telex: 924491 Cable: ANALOG NORWOODMASS



REF-02
ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS (Note 1)
Input Voltage

REF-02 A, E, H, RC, All D IC E ................................................. 40V
REF-02C, D ............................................................................. 30V

Output Short-Circuit Duration
(to Ground or Vjn) ............................................................ Indefinite

Storage Tem perature R ange
J, RC, and Z P a c k a g e s  -6 5 6C to +150°C
P P a c k a g e s  -65°C  to  +125°C

Operating Tem perature R ange
REF-02A, REF-02, R EF-02R C ......................-5 5 °C to + 1 2 5 °C
REF-02E, R EF-02H ................................................. 0 °C to+ 70°C
REF-02CJ.cz, REF-02D  0°C to  + 70°C
REF-02CP, C S  —40°C to +85°C

Lead Tem perature (Soldering, 60 s e c ) ...............................  300°C

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS a t V(N =  +15V, TA =  + 2 5 °C , u n less  o therw ise noted.

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS
I

MIN
REF-02A /E

TYP MAX
R EF-02/H

MIN TYP MAX UNITS

Output Voltage Vo f-- II o 4.865 5.000 5.015 4.976 5.000 6.026 V

Output Adjustment Range AVtrim Rp*10kn ±3 ±6 - ±3 ±6 — %

Output Voltage Noise ®np-p 0.1Hz to 10Hz (Note 7) — 10 15 — 10 15 pVp-p

Line Regulation (Note 2) V , n  ** ®V to 33V — 0.006 0.010 - 0.006 0.010 %/V

Load Regulation (Note 2) lL= 0 to  10mA — 0.005 0.010 — 0.006 0.010 WmA

Turn-on Settling Time lON To ±0.1% of final value — 5 — — 5 — A*
Quiescent Supply Current 'SY No Load — 1.0 1.4 — 1.0 1.4 mA

Load Currant 10 21 - 10 21 — mA

Sink Current •s (Note 8) -0.3 -0.5 - -0.3 -0.5 — mA

Short-Circuil Current 'sc

oIIo> — 30 — — 30 — mA

Temperature Voltage Output VT (Note 3* — 630 - — 630 — m V

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS a t V,N -  I 15V. -5 5 °  C <  TA<  ±  125° C fo r REF-02A and  REF-02,0° C <  TA< + 70° C fo r 
REF-02E and  REF-02H, lj_ =  0mA, u n le ss  o therw ise  n o ted .

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS
REF-Q2A/E 

MIN TYP MAX
REF-02/H 

MIN TYP MAX UNITS

Ouput Voltage Change with 
Temperature (Notes 4.5) avot

0*CSTa < + 70°C 
-55®CSTa < + 125“C

— 0.02 
-  0.06

0.06
0.15

— 0.07
-  0.18

0.17
0.45 %

Output Voltage 
Temperature Coefficient TCVq (Note 6) — 3 8.5 — 10 25 ppm/'C

Change in V0 Temperature 
Coefficient with Output 
Adjustment

Rp = 10kft — 0.7 - — 0.7 - ppm/%

Line Regulation 
(V|n“  8 to 33V) (Note 2)

0°C <T a<+70"C
-55#C < T a<+125°C 1 

1

P 
P

 
§1

0.012
0.015

-  0.007
-  0.009

0.012
0.015 %/V

Load Regulation 
(lL = 0to8mA) (Note2)

0°C <T aS + 70°C 
-55°C <T a < + 125°C

— 0.006 
— 0.007

0.010
0.012

-  0.007
-  0.009

0.012
0.015 %/mA

Temperature Voltage Output 
Temperature Coefficient TCVt (Note 3) — 2.1 - — 2.1 - mV/°C

NOTES:
1. Guaranteed by design.
2. Line and Load Regulation specifications include the effect of self heating.
3. Limit current in or out of pin 3 to 50nA and capacitance on pin 3 to 30pF.
4. a v o t  is defined a s  the absolute difference between the maximum output 

voltage and the minimum output voltage over the specified temperature 
range expressed as a percentage of 5V.

|>wo

5. AVqt specification applies trimmed to +5.000V or untrimmed.
6. TCVq is defined as AVqt divided by the temperature range. i.e.,

AV01
TCVq = ------

°  70° C

7. Sample Tested.
8. During sink current test the driver meets the output voltage specified.

Junction T em perature (T j)................................. -6 5 °C  to  +150°C

PACKAGE TYPE 0 ja(NOTE2) e ic UNITS

TO-99 (J) 170 24 •c/w
8-Pin Hermetic DIP (Z) 162 26 ■c/w
8-Pin Plastic DIP (P) 110 50 •c/w
20-Contact LCC (RC. TC) 120 40 •c/w
8-Pin SO (S) 160 44 •c/w
20-Contact PLCC (PC) 80 39 •c/w

NOTES:
1 Absolute maxfmum ratings apply to both DICE and packaged parts, unless other

wise noted.
2. e  A is specified for worst case mounting conditions, i.e.. is specified tor device 

in socket for TO, CerDIP, P-DIP, and LCC packages; 0 ^  is specified for device 
soldered to printed circuit board for SO and PLCC packages.

- 2 - REV. B



REF-02
OUTPUT ADJUSTMENT
T he REF-02 trim  term inal can  b e  u sed  to  a d ju s t th e  o u tp u t 
vo ltage  o v e r a 5V ±300m V  ran g e . This fea tu re  a llow s th e  
sy s tem  d e s ig n e r  to  trim  sy s tem  e rro rs  by se ttin g  th e  refer
e n c e  to  a  v o ltag e  o th e r  th a n  5 V. Of co u rse , th e  o u tp u t can  a lso  
be  se t to  ex ac tly  5.000V or to  5.12V for b inary  ap p lica tio n s .

A djustm ent of the  o u tp u t d o e s  no t sign ifican tly  affect the  
tem p era tu re  p e rfo rm an ce  of th e  dev ice . Typically , th e  te m 
pera tu re  coefficen t c h a n g e  is 0 .7ppm /° C  fo r 100m V of ou tp u t 
ad justm ent.

O U TPU T A DJU STM EN T CIRCUIT BURN-IN CIRCUIT

+15V

O - o  OUTPUT

O
GND

REF-02

GND

-18V

TYPICAL PER FO R M A N C E  C H A R A C T E R IS T IC S

O UTPUT WIDEBAND NOISE 
vs BANDWIDTH (0.1H z 

TO  FREQUENCY INDICATED)
10.000

1000

io vL
10 100 10k 100k 1MIk

LINE REGULATION 
vs FREQUENCY

Vs ‘ 15V 
Ta - +25*0

0.0031

0.01 -p
10.031 |

“-1 It-
<0.31 ^ 
8gj

1.0 *
2

3.1 

10.0

O UTPUT CHANGE DUE TO 
THERMAL SHOCK

FREQUENCY 1Hz)
Ik 10k

FREQUENCY (Hz)

0.036

0.030

V|N ' 15V
ta ' TA - 
25*C 75°C

$ 0.025

x  0.010

O 0.006
DEVICE IMMERSED 
IN 75°C OIL BATH

- 1 0 0 10 3020 40 50 60

REV. B - 5 -
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REF-02
TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

MAXIMUM LOAD CURRENT 
vs INPUT VOLTAGE

SHORT CIRCUIT PROTECTION

n 500mIN MAXIMUM 
DISSIPATION

p »
O 15

I  10

Ta  -  25'C

5 10 15 20 25

NORMALIZED LOAD 
REGULATION (Alu= 10mA) 

vs TEMPERATURE
1.4

3 i.o

0.7

OR I I I I I I I I 1 I
-0 0  -4 0  -2 0  0 20 40 60 SO 100 120 140

NORMALIZED 
LINE REGULATION 
vs TEMPERATURE

1.3

U
te
sac

1.2

1.1

Ouic
0.8■uz
0.7

0.0
-60 -4 0  -2 0  0  20 40 60 80 100 120 140

INPUT VOLTAGE (VOLTS) TEMPERATURE (°C| TEMPERATURE (*CI

LINE REGULATION 
vs SUPPLY VOLTAGE

003

z
oH
<
=>am£ 0.01 
?

0.0
5 10 IB 20 25 30

MAXIMUM LOAD CURRENT 
vs TEMPERATURE

30

UJtctc3Oo
s-J
Is

- 6 0 -4 0  - 2 0  0  20 40 60 80 100 120 140

QUIESCENT CURRENT 
vs TEMPERATURE

<E
•-zuiCc
8 i.o
V-
zu

0.9

0.7
-6 0  -4 0  -2 0  0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140

INPUT VOLTAGE (VOLTS) TEMPERATURE CC) TEMPERATURE (*C)

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS 

±5V REFERENCE ±2.5V REFERENCE

— o
REF-02

TRIM

GNO

Q+15V

-5V
OP-02

O -15V

REF02

R2
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REF-02
PRECISION TEMPERATURE TRANSDUCER WITH REMOTE SENSOR

-1BV

-WV—f—VW-

RESI8TOR VALUES
TCVqut SLOPE (S) 10mV/°C 100mV/°C 10mV/*F
TEMPERATURE
RANGE

-55*C to 
+125*C

-55*Cto
+125*C

-67*F to 
+25TC

OUTPUT VOLTAGE 
RANGE

-0.55V to 
+1.25V

-5.5V to 
+ 12.5V*

-0.57V to 
+2.57V

ZERO-SCALE w @ o*c (V©0*C 0V@0*F

Ra (± 1% resistor) 9.09kA 15kn 7.5kn
Rb1 (± IK resistor) 1.5kO 1.82kn 1^1 kft

Rbp (Potentiometer) 20on soon 200fl
Rc (±1% resistor) 5.11kn 84.5kn 8.2Skft

'For 125°C operation, the op*amp output must be able to swing to + 12.5V, 
increase VM to +18V from +15V If this Is a problem.

TYPICAL TEMPERATURE VOLTAGE 
OUTPUT vs TEMPERATURE (REF-02A)

> 780

TEMPERATURE (*C)

REFERENCE STACK WITH EXCELLENT LINE 
REGULATION
Two REF-01 ’s and one REF-02 can be stacked to yield 5.000V, 
15.000V and 25.000V outputs. An additional advantage of this 
circuit is near-perfect line regulation of the 5.0V and 15.0V 
outputs. A 27V to 55V input change produces an output 
change which is less than the noise voltage of the devices. A 
load bypass resistor (Rb) provides a path for the supply 
current (Isy ) of the 15.000V regulator.
In general, any number of REF-01 ’s and REF-02's can be 
stacked this way. For example, ten devices will yield ten 
outputs in 5V or 10V steps. The line voltage can range from 100V 
to 130V. However, care must be taken to ensure that the total 
load currents do not exceed the maximum usable current 
(typically 21mA).

TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER

Q V M 1 2 T 0  32VJ

VlN
V0 V+̂  ̂

CMP-02 V-j,
HEATING
ELEMENT REF-02

GND

(SEE NOTE 1)

NOTES:
1. REF-02 SHOULD BE THERMALLY CONNECTED

TO SUBSTANCE BEING HEATED.
7 NUMBERS IN PARENTHESES ARE FOR A 

SETPOINT TEMPERATURE OF 60‘ C.
3 R3 RlliR2lR6

27V TO 66V

16.000V

5.000V

REF-01

GND

REF-02

TRIM
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REF-02
PRECISION CURRENT SOURCE
A current source with 35V output compliance and excellent 
output impedance can be obtained using this circuit REF-02 
@ keeoa the line voltage and power dissipation constant in 
device CQ ; the only important error consideration at room 
temperauire is the negative supply rejection of the op amp. 
The typical 3mV/V PSRR of the OP-02E will create a 20ppm 
change (3/tV/V x 35V/5V) in output current over a 35V range. 
For example, a 5mA current source can be built (R = ikft) 
with 350MH output impedance.

CURRENT SINK

R n =
35V

20 X 10-6 X 5mA

'out

GND

VOLTAGE COMPLIANCE: -8V TO 25V

' O U T - S f <

D/A CONVERTER REFERENCE

REF 02

REF-02

(TRIM FOR 
CALIBRATION)

OP-02E

5V

CURRENT SOURCE

(J>+15V

I 2

VIN 1.
8

v O

O------------- 1

REF-02

TRIM

GNO

5___ n  .
“ H <OUT “ ♦1mA

u
*

♦  'o u t

VOLTAGE COMPLIANCE: -25V TO ±8V

5.0kU

VlN
VO

±3V REFERENCE

Q +7.5V

GND

1/2 OP-04CK
A1

6  -7.5V

V o(-) -  -3.0V

4  -7.5V (±10*)

SUPPLY BYPASSING
For b es t resu lts , it is reco m m en d ed  th a t th e  pow er supply pin 
is b y p assed  with a 0.1 pF d isc  ce ram ic  capacito r.
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